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ABSTRACT

This report is an MSc-thesis. It gives an overview of the ISO work on conformance testing and compares a variety of test methods and test systems used in
practice. A high level design for a test center based on the ISO work and
practical experiences with other systems is presented. The last part of the
report contains a concise description of the major activities related to conformance testing.
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SUMMARY

This report was written as the result of an initial feasibility study into the
establishment of an 'independent' test center for OSI products in the
Netherlands. Such a center might be realized as a joint effort between interested parties from research and industry.
Open Systems lnterconnection (OSI) is slowly becoming a reality. Products implementing OSI standards are becoming available and the demand for test facilities is growing.
Because of the distributed nature of OSI, normal methods for testing software
cannot be applied to test these implementations; a new type of test method together with an appropriate set of tools is needed.
The report therefore has a highly explorative nature.
After a short introduction to protocol engineering terminology, OSI and formal
description techniques, the ISO-standardization work on conformance and conformance testing is discussed.
When completed. this ISO work wil! provide
guidance to all parties concerned with design, implementation and use of test
systems, as weIl as users of test results. Therefore, it will be one of the major
inputs for the design of a test center.
Another important source of information is the experience gained with some existing test systems. Some of these systems have been compared and their weak
and strong points have been determined. lt is shown that a number of practical
problems is caused by the distributed nature of the test process and the
heterogenity of the systems that must be tested.
A high-level modular design for a test center that may host several test systems
is presented. The design is influenced by the ISO work and the results of the
analysis of other test systems. The design is very open-ended and its completion and realization will require a lot of resources.
The last part of this report presents a concise overview of the major activities
in standardization, politics and research related to conformance test ing. This
part is included because these activities, in particular the EEC plans on certification of information technology products, have an important impact on the
necessity and acceptability of a new initiative towards the establishment of
an independent OSI test center.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Computer systems may be interconnected for various purposes, for example resource sharing and exchange of information. Most large computer manufacturers
designed and implemented their own architectures for interconnecting their
computer systems.
In 1978 the International Standards Organization (ISO) started work on the 50called Reference Model for Open Systems lnterconnection. The objective of Open
Systems lnterconnection is to enable heterogeneous computer systems, that is,
systems from different manufacturers and generations , employing different
hardware and software technologies, to interwork. The Reference Model provides
an architectural framework for the design of standards. The product ion of these
standards is a complex and time-consuming process, but at this moment the number
of standards defined is such that real produets based on these standards are
being implemented; OSI is moving from its design phase into the initial system
development phase.
However, the existence of a set of standards itself will not ensure that real
systems conform to them. Without conformanee of real systems to the relevant
standards the objective of OSI cannot be attained. Therefore the objective of
OSI will not be completely achieved until systems can be tested in order to
detect non-conformance to the relevant OSI standards.
The EEC is at this moment working on plans for certification of information
technology products. Certification of OSI produets will be based on the results
of conformanee testing activities performed by accredited test agencies.
In principle the objective of conformanee testing is to establish whether the
implementation being tested conforms to the specification in the relevant
standard(s). Practical limitations make it impossible to be exhaustive; economie considerations may restriet testing still further.
The problems related to conformanee testing lie in three different areas:
•
•
•

theoretical issues
practical (technical) issues
political issues

This report tries to address all three areas, although the interpretation of
the political issues is left to the reader.
The report is structured as follows:
Chapter 1

This chapter contains a short introduction to protocol engineering,
a summary of the OSI Reference Model and its concepts, and a short
discussion on forma 1 description techniques for OSlo

Chapter 2

Presents an overview of the activities in the OSI standardization
field related to conformanee testing. In this chapter the precise
interpretation of conformanee in the complex OSI-environment will
also be clarified.
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Chapter 3

This chapter contains an inventory of existing test systems and
describes the problems encountered both during development and operation of these systems.

Chapter 4

This chapter contains a 'high level' design for a complete test
center based on both ISO work and existing systems.

Chapter 5

This chapter summarizes international activities in the standardization and in research. In my view, OSI conformance testing cannot
be regarded as a 'local' matter.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations are outlined in this chapter.

Chapter 7

References

This report has several appendices which provide more detailed information on
specific topics:
•
•
•

Appendix A contains a glossary of terms and abbreviations.
Appendix B is a collection of detailed test system descriptions.
Appendix C contains some illustrative examples.

Throughout this report two types of references will be used:
•
•

references to ISO documents (e.g. /IS08072/ or /ISO/TC97/SC21/N908/), the
complete title is specified in Section 7.1.
references to other (i.e. non-ISO) publications. these are identified by a
6 character 'key' placed between slashes (e.g. /Piat83/). In this case the
complete title may be found in Section 7.2

The explorative nature of this study accounts for the relatively large number
of references in the text of this report.
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1.1

PROTOCOL ENGINEERING

The term protocol engineering was introduced by Piatowski /Piat83/ to suggest
the need for a new engineering discipline that covers the design, specification,
verification and testing of communication protocols. In this section the position of conformance testing in the protocol development process will be indicated, also the relationship with validation and verification will be
discussed.
In many publications on protocol engineering, the concepts of verification and
validation are mixed up. For example /Sidh86/ ("Verification of the NBS Class
4 Transport Protocol") - always uses verification. /West86/ ("A Validation of
the OSI Session Layer Protocol") uses validation, while both authors describe
similar activities and use closely related techniques.
Therefore a list of terms and their interpretation in the context of this report
is given below:
protocol design verification
The demonstration of the correctness, completeness and consistency
of the protocol design represented by its (formal) specification.

Correctness deals wi th two aspects; functional correctness:
the
satisfaction of the constraints of the service specification by the
protocol interactions , and progress correctness: the service will
eventually be provided, i.e. deadlock and livelock will not occur.
Completeness relies on the inclusion of reactions
events.

to all possible

Consistency of a protocol specification is related with the conformity between the description of its various parts and adjacent layers.
protocol implementation verification
The demonstration that a protocol implementation satisfies the protocol specification.
protocol verification
In publications this term is normally used to indicate protocol design
verification, however some authors use it as a shorthand for protocol
implementation verification. To prevent ambiguities the term protocol
verification without the explicit addition of 'design' or 'implementation' will not be used in this report.
validation

this term will not be used in this report, in most publications it
is equivalent to "protocol design verification" as described above.
conforma nce testi ng
as comprehensive testing as possible of an implementation, over the
full range of the requirements specified by the relevant standard(s).
A more elaborate definition applicable to the OSI environment will
be given in section 2.1.
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-,
Functional Requirements
(service specification)

Trial Specification
(protocol)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~

Design Verification

Verified Protocol

I
I
I
I
I
I

Creation
of a
Standard

--.J

Implementation

Conformance Testing

Certification (optional)

Figure 1.

Design phases:
certification

role

of verification, conformance testing and

protocol implementation assessment
the task of assessing whether an implementation is suitable for some
application, th is includes activities like conformance testing, performance measurement, examining the quality of the provided documentation, etcetera.
certification
The administrative procedure by which an accredited agency issues a
certificate to an implementation.
Certification tdll probably be
based on the results of a conformance test and requires stabIe, generally accepted standards.

Figure 1 presents a simplified overview of the development process. The entire
implementation phase which includes such activities as unit testing, int:egration testing and performance measurements has been represented as a single
activity. Neither does the figure show the various backward steps that mayor
need be taken in case of unsatisfactory results.
INTRODUCTION
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The figure also shows that testing is the last step before a product will be
released for real operation. The issue of product certification will be treated
in chapter 5.
Several authors studied the feasibility of fully testing produets implementing
complex communication protocols, e.g. /Piat80/ shows that testing a data link
protocolsimilar to HDLe is impossible because of the massive number of possible
system states. This problem is generally referred to as state-space-explosion.
The same problem occurs in protocol design verification. In this case, however,
some simplification may result in a significant reduction of the state space
size /West86/. This situation has led to the belief that formulation of rules
for the synthesis of protocols 50 that they are 'correct-by-construction' may
be a possible solution. An example of this approach will be found in /Rama85/.
Because of the inherent complexity of the protocols, conformanee testing must
be regarded as a limited form of implementation verification.
We will end this section by quoting Dijkstra '5 'Law of Testing I: "Testing can
only be used to show the presence of bugs not to prove their absence."
This fact viewed together with the difficulty of finding errors in implementations clearly shows the need for good design and implementation techniques.

1.2

OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION

The main purpose of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) is to define an architectural framework for communication and interworking between heterogeneous
computer systems.
The meaning of 'open' in this context is that any-to-any communication between
the systems is possible. The systems may be of different manufacturers, based
on different hardware and software technologies, and they may be located 'anywhere'. The Reference Model for OSI /IS07498/, developed by the International
Standards Organization (ISO), provides a common basis for the development of
new standards and allows existing standards to be placed within a common
framework. OSI is a recent development, it started as an international standards project in 1977 and the OSI Reference ~lodel became an International
Standard in March 1983. CCITT, another important standardization body, adopted
the OSI Reference model for use in the telecommunications field.
One of the most important characteristics of the model is that it does not imply
any particular systems implementation or use of technology, the model is
therefore defined at a very high level of abstraction.

1.2.1

OSI CONCEPTS

To make the development of complex OSI-systems manageable a divide-and-conquer
approach has been chosen. The model divides the communicating system into seven
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layers, numbered from 1 to 7. It defines the functionality for the individual
layers and the relationship between the layers. (Figure 2 on page 6).

Application

Application

7

Presentation

Presentation

6

Session

Session

5

Transport

Transport

4

Network

Network

Network

3

Data Link

Data Link

Data Link

2

Physical

Physical

Physical

1

Physical media
End System
Figure 2.

Intermediate System

End System

ISO Open Systems Interconnection - Reference Model:
layers.

the

seven

Each layer interacts only with the layer(s) directly adjacent to it. As we will
see in Chapter 2, this layering principle has important implications for the
testing of implementations.
An active element within a layer is called an entity.
Active entities in the
same layer are called peer-entities. Within an (N)-layer peer-entities communicate via an (N)-protocol using the (N-l)-service and offering (N)-service to
entities residing in the (N+l)-layer.

Thus the (N)-protocol, which is defined by syntactic, semantic and timing rules,
bridges the functional gap between the service used and the service provided.
Peer-entitities exchange information via protocol data units (PDUs).
These
units of information must be interpreted unambiguously by protocol-entities
that are implemented by different implementation authorities, therefore the
protocol standards define the bit-coding of the PDUs.
The abstractness of the service and protocol concepts and the relation between
the two, lead to many different ( at times even conflicting ) interpretations.
/Viss85/ presents an interesting discussion on these different points of view.
The point of interaction between the service-user and the service-provider is
called the service-access-point (SAP).
Figure 3 on page 7 illustrates these
principles.
Communication between the service-user and the service-provider is realized
using service primitives.
During the execution of a service primitive the
INTRODUCTION
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I

I

I

I (N+l)-entityl
I

I

I
I

I

I (N+l)-entityl

I

I

I

(N)-SDU <--------------------> (N)-SDU

(N)-SAP

I

(N)-SAP -------,
(N)-service

.---_ _....JIl--_--,

(N)-entity

I

I
I

I

< - - (N)-protocol

---->1

I
I

(N)-entity

I

r-

I

Figure 3.

--,
(N-l)-service

I

OSI concepts - protocol and services: the (N)-entities communicate via an (N)-protocol, using the (N-l)-service and providing (N)-service. The interaction between adjacent layers occurs
at the Service Access Points (SAPs).

values of the various parameters associated with the primitive may change. In
real systems SAPs represent internal boundaries. Service primitives must
therefore be defined at a high level of abstraction to give the implementer an
unconstrained choice for their realization.
Four subtypes of service primitive are defined:
request

primitive issued by a service user to invoke some procedure.

indication primitive issued by a service provider either to invoke some procedure
or to indicate that some procedure has been invoked by a service user
at a peer SAP.
response primitive issued by a service user to complete at a particular SAP
some procedure previously invoked by a indication at that SAP.
confirm

primitive issued by a service provider to complete at
procedure previously invoked by a request at that SAP.

a SAP

some

The Reference Model defines several types of data and control information,
Figure 5 on page 9 shows the relations between Protocol Data Units, Service Data
Units and Protocol Control Information.
These terms are frequently used in the context of conformance testing and will
probably confuse the reader, therefore these terms will be illustrated below.
/Pave84/
(N)-service users aim to exchange (N)-Service Data Units ((N)-SDUs) with each
other. They submit these, together with relevant control information, to an
(N)-entity. The (N)-entity attempts to pass (N)-SDUs to a peer (N)-entity by
packaging them inside (N)-Protocol Data Units ((N)-PDUs) which are transferred
between (N)-entities inside (N-l)-SDUs.
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SAP

Service Provider

SAP

t
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i

->-

m

-->--
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e
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v

SAP

CONFI ID-1ED
SERVICE

-<-

Service Provider

SAP

t

request ->confirm -<-

i

m

->-->--

->- indication

CONFI RMED
SERVICE

e

I

v

SAP

Service Provider

SAP

t

request ->-

i

->-->--

m

->- indication

UNCONFIRMED
SERVICE

e

I
v

SAP

Service Provider

SAP

t

i
m
e

indication -<-

- < - -->--

->- indication

PROVIDER
INITIATED

I
v

Figure 4.

OSI concepts- service primitive types and associations: This
figure shows the possib1e orderings of service primitive types
at different SAPs, corresponding to confirmed, unconfirmed and
provider initiated services.

The behaviour of an (N)-entity can be modelled in terms of interactions with
its us ers and interactions with the (N-l)-service provider. These interactions
are known as (N)-Abstract Service Primitives (N)-ASPs and (N-l)-Abstract Service Primitives (N-l)-ASPs, respectively.
The ASPs are abstract because for any given implementation, an ASP wi11 represent a particu1ar set of sequences of rea1 interactions. These real interactions
might be procedure calls or interprocess messages, for example.
From the (N)-entity's point of view, (N)-ASPs have ~he fo110wing attributes:

•
•
•

a type;
items of (N)-Protoco1 Control Information;
some types of (N)-ASP a1so have an associated (N)-SDU which is not interpreted by the (N)-entity.
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(N+1)-PDU

1ayer (N+I)

I
V

I
(N)-SDU
(N)-PCl

1ayer (N)
v

v

(N)-PDU
v

Figure 5.

1ayer (N-I)

OSl concepts - units of data SDU, PDU, PC1: This figure depicts the re1ation between service data unit (SDU), protocol
data unit (PDU) and protocol control information (PC1) under
the assumption that segmenting and concatenation are not used.

(N-I)-ASPs have the fo110wing attributes from the (N)-entity's point of view:

•
•
•

a type;
some items of (N-I)-Service Provider Control lnformation;
some types of (N-I)-ASP a1so have an associated (N-I)-SDU containing one,
or more PDUs. The permitted number of (N)-PDUs per (N-I)-SDU depends on the
particu1ar (N)-protoco1.

(N)-PDUs have the fo110wing attributes:

•
•
•

a type
(N) -Protocol Contro! Information being exchanged between communicating
(N) -enti ties;
some types of (N)-PDU a1so contain part of (N)-SDU, a whole (N)-SDU or severa1 (N)-SDUs. The way in which the (N)-SDUs are distributed over successive (N)-PDUs depends on the (N)-protoco1.

The Reference Model a1so defines some of the functions that the 1ayers may imp1ement, for examp1e:
multiplexing

the sending/receiving of (N) -PDUs be10nging to different (N)connections over a single (!'\-I) connect.ion. (Figure 7 on page
11)

splitting

the distribution of (N) -PDUs be10nging "to a single (N) -connection
over multiple (N-I) -connections. (Figure 7 on page 11)

recombining

the reverse function of sp1itting
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PCl

DATA

PCl

6

PCl

5
4

PCl
PCl

3

PCl

2

PCl

Figure 6.

7

1

OSI
concepts
propagation of information through the
layers: This figure shows the result of the addition of protocol control information to the data at each layer. The resulting layer 1 data structure will be transmitted on the physical
medium.

segmenting

a function used to distribute a single
(N)-PDUs

reassembling

the reverse function of segmenting

(N) -SDU over

multiple

concatenation the grouping of multiple (N) -PDUs into a single (N-I) -SDU
separation

the reverse function of concatenation

Other functions include:
•
•
•
•
•

connection establishment and release,
flow control, (the regulation of data traffic),
sequencing,
mapping between names and addresses,
handling of expedited data, this type of data will be delivered before any
data that is offered at a later time.

The original protocol standards specify connection-oriented protocols. Before
data transport may occur an explicit connection establishment has to take place,
after the transport has been completed the connection will be released.
(analogous to making a phone call)
Another possibility is to use a connectionless mode of operation, in this case
each message contains all the necessary addressing information and no explicit
logica 1 connection exist between the communicating entities. (analogous to the
sending of a letter via PTT-mail.) Addenda to the standards specify the protocols for this mode of operation.
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(b) splitting

OSI concepts - multiplexing and splitting

THE CREATION OF OSI-STANDARDS.

The International Standards Organization is divided into several Technical
Committees (TC), which in turn are divided in Subcommittees (SC) consisting of
several Working Groups.
TC97/SC6 and TC97/SC2I are working on the standards
related to OSI, SC6 is responsible for the layers 1 to 4; SC2I is responsible
for the upper layers and the reference model itself. Both SC6 and SC2I carry
out activities related to conformance and conformance testing. These will be
discussed in chapter 5.

Note: All participants in the standardization process contribute on a voluntary
basis.
At the moment over 40 International Standards (IS) and Draft International
Standards (DIS) define the services and specify the protocols for the
OSI-Iayers.
Special Working Groups which take contributions from the national standardizat ion bodies and other interested parties develop the documents that will become the International Standards after final approval by the ISO. (NNI is the
Dutch ISO representative). However before reaching the IS-status the document
must pass several stages. The early version of a document is called a working
draft and as such is open for any changes. ~~en the document has become sufficiently stabie, the Working Group submits it as a Draft Proposal (DP) to the
Subcommittee (SC) for approval. If the Subcommittee approves the document, it
gets the status of Draft International Standard (DIS). Final approval of the
DIS by ISO is merely an administrative process that takes about one year to
complete and resul ts in the establishment of a new international standard
iI§l. This 'distributed' product ion of standards is a slow process and it introduces some new problems, for example the need for management of the vocabulary and the terminology. All changes to the document contents and status must
be agreed on by the participants. This editing process is regulated by rather
complex voting rules, which considerably slow down the developing of standards.
If a standard has to be extended, a.1 addendum, must be created using a similar
INTRODUCTION
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procedure.
standards.

Amendments may be used to correct errors in the international

Note: the description of the standardization process given above has
simplified. The real process involves several other stages.

been

The way OSI standards are established results in true consensus standards as
opposed to de facto standards created by a single manufacturer e.g.IBMs SNA.
The International Standards Organization is not the only body creating standards
for OSI. Other active parties include:
•
•
•

CCITT (participants: the national PTTs) , CCITT standards are called Recommendations.
ECMA (European Computer Manufacturers Association), taking contributions
from voluntarily participating manufacturers.
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers )

1.2.3

A DESCRIPTION OF THE OSI-LAYERS

This section contains a summary of the functionality of each layer together with
the status and activities for that layer, detailed descriptions are available
in the literature, e.g. /Tane81/ /Gree82/ and /IEEE83/.
/Rauc86/ presents a
concise tutorial description of the protocols in layers 4-7.

1.2.3.1

Physical Layer

The bottom layer of the OSI model provides mechanical, electrical, functional
and procedural characteristics to activate, maintain and deactivate physical
connections between data link entities.
The layer provides functions for
transferring bits, either in series or parallel. It also provides error indication to the Data Link Layer.
The standards in this layer prescribe physical and electrical characteristics
of connectors, signal levels and timing.
major standards:

•
•
•

IS02110, IS02593, IS04902, IS04903 (connectors)
IS08802 Local Area Network-Nedium Access Control
ISO
X.21 Physical part

1.2.3.2

(~1AC)

Data Link Layer

The objective of the data link layer is to provide reliable transfer of blocks
of data between adjacent systems. In order to realize this objective it provides functions for connection establishment and release, handling delimitation
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of data blocks, error detection and recovery (including indication of nonrecoverable errors), flow control and sequencing.
standards:
•
•
•
•

ISO DIS8886 Data Link Layer Service Definition
ISO Character Oriented Protocols
ISO HDLC and derivatives (bit oriented)
ISO/IEEE/ECMA Local Area Networks - Logical Link Control

1.2.3.3

Network Layer

The objective of the Network Layer is to provide a path for the transfer of
information between end systems.
It sets up a route by which packets travel
and regulates the traffic (flow control). The Network layer has been divided
into 3 sub-layers to allow routing between sub-networks and the levelling of
the network service despite differences between subnetworks.
major standards:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO DIS8648
ISO DIS8348
ISO 8348DADl
ISO 8348DAD2
ISO/CCIIT
ISO DP8882

1.2.3.4

Internal architecture of the Network Layer
Network Layer Service Definition- Connection oriented
Network Layer Service Definition- Connectionless
Network Layer Addressing
Network Layer Protocols (X.25)
X.25 Conformanee testing - part l/principles

Transport Layer

The transport service provides transparent end-to-end transfer of data between
session entities, it offers a transmission service of constant quality independent from the quality of the underlying network.
The transport layer is
required to optimize the available communication resources to provide the performance required byeach transport user at minimum cost.
Transport Layer
functions include segmentation, error detection, error correct ion and multiplexing. The Transport Protocol Specification describes five different classes
of procedures to allow operation over network services of various quality.
major standards:
•
•
•

ISO 8072/ CCIIT X.214 Transport Layer Service Definition
ISO 8073/ CCIIT X.224 Transport Layer Protocol Specification
ISO 8072/DADl
Connectionless Mode Addendum
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1.2.3.5

Session Layer

This layer provides the necessary means for cooperating presentation- entities
to organize and synchronize their dialogue and manage their data exchange.lt
structures the dialogue by allowing full-duplex, half-duplex or simplex communication and by determining which user has the right to send. The Session layer
also performs the mapping from addresses to names.
standards:

•
•
•

ISO 8326/ CCITT X.224 Session Layer Service Definition
ISO 8327/ CCITT X.225 Session Layer Protocol Specification
8326DADI and 8327DADI Session Symmetric Synchronization

1.2.3.6

Presentation Layer

The presentation layer should allow for negotiation between application entities on a common syntax or common syntaxes to be used for the transfer of informat ion between applications. The functions in this layer include connection
establishment and release, definition and selection of transfer syntax(es).
standards:

•
•
•
•

ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO

1.2.3.7

DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS

8622
8623
8824
8825

Presentation Layer- Service Definition
Presentation Layer- Protocol Specification
Specification of ASN.l
Basic encoding rules for ASN.l

Application Layer

The Application Layer contains the totality of the application which is involved
in OSI communication, an 'Application Layer Service Definition' does not exist.
An entity in this layer is built using service elements which come in three
types:
•
•
•

User Elements
Common Application Service Elements (CASE), which may be regarded as a
'tooIbox'of service elements for common use
Specific Application Service Elements (SASE), like Virtual Terminal Service
(VT), File Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM), Job Transfer and Manipulation (JTM), Database Access Languages, Command Languages (OSCRL) and
Graphics standards (GKS)

This shows that the application layer is very 'large', each of these functions
is defined by standard documents of up to several hundreds of pages. In fact
the application layer will never be completed because new user requirements will
continually emerge.
major stalldards and drafts:
INTRODUCTION
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DP8649
DP8650
DIS 8571
DP 9040
DP 9041
DP 8831
DP 8832
1S07942
D1S9075
DIS8907

CASE
CASE

Definition (3 parts)
Protocols (3 parts)
FTAM (4 parts)
VT
Concepts and Services
(3 parts)
VT
Protocols (3 parts)
JTM
Concepts and Services
JTM
Protocols
GKS
Graphical Kernel System
Database Language SQL
Network Database Language (NDL)

Another important function that resides in the Application Layer is 'electronic
mail' as described in the CCITI X.400 recommendations (Message Handling System,

MHS).

1.2.4

051 AND TESTING.

The individual layer protocols do not provide facilities which assist in the
testing and debugging of implementations. Examples of such facilities include:

•
•
•

traffic loop-back, echoing of data using the same (full duplex) or an alternate connection;
commands for manipulating the protocol entity, e.g. setting and reading of
its 'state',
generation of PDU sequences or other test data on demand.

The incorporation of these facilities will obviously lead to an increased size
(e.g. storage requirements) of implementations, but careful design will minimize the overhead. A realopen system may be implemented using any appropriate
hardware and/or software technology. All testing activities must therefore be
based on the externally observable behaviour of the realopen system. This type
of testing is called 'black-box' testing, as opposed to 'white-box' or designbased testing. In the latter case knowledge of the internal structure of the
system is exploited during testing.
The Reference Model specifies inter-layer boundaries, these layer boundaries
may not be accessible for testing purposes , in fact they may even be nonexistent !
To illustrate this problem, consider products like 'intelligent' coprocessorbased interfaces that allow attachment of a worksta~ion to an X.25 public data
network. Such interfaces may provide a Transport Service realization to the
user, possibly as an extension to the operating system.
Another 'famous' example of a 'hard-to-test' product is the (imaginary) Network
File Printer. Ibis is a printing device that connects directly to a Local Area
Network and contains a dedicated VLS1-chip that implements OSI layers 1 to 7
functions including a printer driver in the applica~ion layer.
The way in which the service interfaces have been realized differs considerably
among existing implementations. This complicates the development of generally
applicable test tools.
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This makes testing of OSI implementations at least difficult, and in some cases
nearly impossible to achieve.

1.2.5

OSI IN PRACTICE: OSNS AND OTSS.

To illustrate the use of OS1 in practice, this section contains a short description of two IBM products together implementing OSI-protocols for the Network, Transport and Session Layers.
In particular attention will be given to
the way the service primitives have been realized.

1.2.5.1

Open Systems Network Support (OSNS)

OSNS provides OSI network layer service to its users jOSNS85j. To realize the
network service OSNS cooperates with other programs and hardware (VTAM and NPS1)
that provide support for cornmunication via X.25 virtual circuits.
Users interact with OSNS via a set of assembly language macros; individual
macros are available for the various request and response primitives, for example the macro named 'nCOCONN' is used to initiate a N-CONNECT-REQUEST primitive, while a macro 'nCOCONNA' initiates a N-CONNECT-RESPONSE primitive. All
incoming 'events', corresponding to indication and confirm primitives, can be
retrieved via single macro named 'nCOREAnQ'.
OSNS internally queues incoming
events.
After the OSNS user has requested a macro, a return code (together with a reason
code with additional information) is sent back informing him about successful
or unsuccessful processing of the macro. Error situations that prevent OSNS from
processing the request, (for example no virtual cicuits available), are also
indicated in the return and reason codes.

1.2.5.2

Open Systems Transport and Session Support (OTSS)

OTSS is an example of a multi-Iayer OSI-implementation. 1t provides an
OSI-Session service by implementing selected functions from the OSI-Session and
Transport layers.
OTSS is a program product for use in a mainframe-environment.
processors supported by MVSjSP.

1t operates on

OTSS uses the network service provided by OSNS (Open Systems Network Support),
the implementation discussed in the previous section.
OTSS implements OS1-transport class 0 (simple class) and class 2 (multiplexing
class) . Class 0 is the simp lest class, it provides connection establishment
and data transfer using segmentingjreassembling and error reporting. Class 2
provides, in addition to the functions from Class 0, concatenationjseparation,
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normal data TPDU numbering, network expedited data transfer, multiplexingjdemultiplexing. OTSS supports explicit flow control, an optional function.
The Session service is accessible via a set of assembly language macros that
can be invoked. Incoming events and data can also be retrieved via this interface.
The user has no direct control over the transport service; the interface between
Session and Transport layer is not documented.
Initiation and release of the
transport and network connections as required to support the session connections
is transparent to the user.
OTSS requires 560 kByte of virtual storage to operate.
OTSS supports extensive tracing facilities for debugging, collecting statistics
and monitoring information flow through the system.
Traces can either be
maintained in main storage (internal traces) or written to a dataset (file).
The following types of external traces are supported:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Protocol data unit trace - a log of PDUs exchanged
Interface trace - a log of interface events
Tuning trace - provides performance related information
Accounting trace - provides information on resource usage
Error trace
Debugging trace - used for fault diagnosis

The interface trace together with the protocol data unit trace give a clear
picture of the exact sequence of all events through the different layers.
Tracing may be invoked selectively for a single connection, a single user, or
may be global, tracing all communication related events. These extensive trace
facilities make OTSS suitable for application in a testing environment.
A more detailed description of OTSS is given in jOTSS85j.

1.3

FORMAL DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUES FOR 051

The documents that specify protocols and define services use natura 1 language
and state tables for description.
These documents are of considerable size.
Each of the documents contains from several tens to several hundreds of pages
filled with highly artificial language.
The informal techniques used to design and specify protocols have been largely
successful, but have also yielded a disturbing number of errors and problems
in service definitions and protocol specifications.
A formal description technique (FDT) allows for a precise specification of a
protocol (and service). This will reduce the chance of misinterpretation of a
specification by implementers and thus probably increase the chance of obtaining
implementations that interwork correctly.

However, the complexity and level of abstract ion of the OSl standards makes the
development of a suitable FDT very difficult.
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An example of the application of FDTs to 'real-world' protocols is the specification of IBMs SNA-protocols in FAPL (Format and Protocol Language), an FDT
developed by IBM for this specific purpose. FAPL is based on the Extended Finite State Machine formalism and the programming language PL/I. (Not APL as may
be suggested by the abbreviation!) /Cork83/, /Smit83/ describe the fundamentals of the language and the application of FAPL-based tools to the design
verification of the protocols. /Nash83/ also describes some of the problems
encountered during the derivation of implementations from the FAPL descriptions
and the use of the description for testing implementations.
Within ISO a lot of effort is being put in the development of an FDT suitable
for use in the OSI-environment (ISO TC97/SC21/WGl). At this moment two different
techniques are being developed in parallel, both FDTs, LOTOS and ESTELLE have
reached the status of ISO Draft Proposal. Another forma 1 description technique
for application in this area is SDL, a CCITT-development.
These are not the
only (formal) description techniques applied to protocol engineering, but they
are the only candidates for standardization. Other examples, among others, include Attribute Grammars /Haas85/, CCS /Miln80/, PROLOG /Logr84/, /Boch85/,
PDIL /Ansa83/, Predicate-transition nets /Burk84/ and Petri-nets.
Each of the techniques above is mastered only by small groups of experts active
in academic and industrial research. Recently the use of the programming language Ada for formal description was proposed in /Cast85/, to overcome this
problem. Apart from being an accepted standardized programming language, Ada
has most of the features needed to serve as an (implementation-oriented) description technique.
Before describing the FDTs ESTELLE and LOTOS in more detail the objectives of
formal descriptions wil 1 be summarized.
These objectives are /ISO/TC97/SC21/Nl19l/:

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

unambiguous, clear and concise specifications
a basis for determining completeness of specifications
a foundation for analyzing specifications for correctness, efficiency and
other properties
a basis for verification of specifications against the requirements of OSI
a basis for determining conformance of implementations to specifications
a basis for determining consistency of specifications relative to each
other, for example a protocol specification relative to its accompanying
service specification
a basis for implementation support

A forma 1 description technique should provide means for modular specification,
description of datatypes and operations, concurrency and nondeterminism. It
should provide support for the entire development cycle, from initial design
to testing of implementations.
Other requirements include simplicity of use
and readability of the obtained specifications.

1.3.1

ESTELLE

ESTELLE /ISO/DP9074rev/ is a FDT based on the Ex'tended Finite S'tate Machine
(EFSM) formalism. It may be viewed as a set of ex'tensions to ISO PASCAL ~hich
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allows the components of a data communications protocol to be modelled as one
or more modules each of which is specified as an extended finite state machine.
A system described by an ESTELLE specification consists of a set of cooperating
modules, communicating via first-in-first-out queues (FIFOs) of infinite size,
called channels. The purpose of each module specification is to define the behavior of the module as observable at its interaction points, i.e. the points
where the modules interact with other modules and its environment. Note that
the coupling of the modules via FIFO queues results in asynchronous communication.
The behavior of each module can be defined by a state transition model consisting of input and output interactions, states and transitions.
ESTELLE descriptions use PASCAL constructs for the specification of data types,
variables, values and operations.
ESTELLE is to some extent an implementation-oriented description technique in
that it does describe the internal behavior of an idealized implementation of
the protocol. However an implementation that claims to conform to an ESTELLE
specification is required only to have its externally observable behavior consistent with the specification.
The interested reader will find an ESTELLE-tutorial in /ISO/TC97/SC21/N937/ and
an overview of the language in /Linn85/.

1.3.2

LOTOS

LOTOS (Language for Temporal Ordering Specification) is based on the concept
that a system can be described by defining the relation between events in the
externally observable behavior of that system.
The formal mathematical model of LOTOS is based on an extension of the Calculus
of Communicating Systems (CCS) /Miln80/, which was developed at the University
of Edinburgh. CCS provides a powerful formalism for the specification and
analysis of concurrent systems.
In LOTOS /DP8807rev/, systems are described in terms of processes. Each process
may in turn be described by interacting (sub) -processes. This structuring
principle may be applied recursively, so that a specification of a system in
LOTOS is essentially a hierarchy of process definitions.
Communication between processes occurs via events, which provide a general means
for expressing synchronous communication. The CCS model on which LOTOS is based
focus es on the dynamic aspects of process behaviour, it does not de fine the
mechanisms to use for the representation of data. LOTOS uses ACT ONE, an existing formalism for abstract data type definitions, for describing data types
and values.
The interested reader wil! find a LOTOS-tutorial
/Brin85/.
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1.3.3

lOTOS AND/OR ESTEllE ?

The availability of two different formal description techniques for application
to OSI seems a bit strange. This situation is a direct result of the approach
ISO choose for the development of a forma 1 description technique. Both languages are relatively stabIe now. Each language has its own group of affectionates who evaluate the FDTs by applying them to real OSI protocols and
services. Both techniques have been applied to produce descriptions of Transport and Session Layer protocols and services.
Tools for manipulating and checking of forma 1 descriptions, like syntaxcheckers, simulators and test sequence generators are becoming available, albeit in a simplified form.
The interested reader will find a comparison of LOTOS and ESTELLE in /Viss86/
The use of different FDTs introduces new problems, for example: How to demonstrate the equivalence of versions of the same protocol described with different
FDTs? How can the correspondence of the produced formal specifications with
the old prose standards be guaranteed ?

1.3.4

THE ROlE OF FDTS FOR TESTING.

Clearly, the work on protocol implementation testing will benefit from formal
description techniques as they will assist with:
•
•
•
•

derivation of tests
specification of tests
verification of tests
arbitration, analysis of test outcome

Special tools are being developed to realize these functions
formal description techniques.
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1.4
•

SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER
OSI is a complex, fast moving development. At this moment a basic set of
OSI standards is available. lt contains:
Basic standards for layers 1 to 3, covering packet switching, circuit
switching and local area networks.
Basic standards for layer 4 covering a variety of application requirements on a variety of telecommunication networks.
Basic standards for layer 5 covering dialogue control requirements of
most known applications.
Basic standards for layers 6 and 7 covering the most demanded open
networking applications, i.e. Messaging, File Transfer and Document
Transfer

•

The establishment of OSI standards is a labour intensive and time consuming
process that leads to true consensus standards.

•

The OSI Reference Model and the layer standards clearly have not been defined with testability of implementations in mind.

•

Complete testing of products implementing OSI protocols is theoretically
impossible due to the problem of state-space-explosion.

•

The current state of the art in verification techniques is such that the
complex OSI protocols cannot be fully verified for design errors. The OSI
protocol specifications may therefore contain (serious) errors.

•

Due to the amount of freedom for implementation provided by the Reference
Model for OSI, any OSI-implementation must, for testing purposes, be regarded as a black-box. Testing must therefore be based on the observable
behaviour of an implementation.

•

The inter-layer boundaries specified in the Reference Model do not have to
be accessible for test purposes, in fact they may even be non-existent in
a realopen system. This severely limits the extent to which a product may
be tested.

•

Three different formal description techniques are being developed for use
in the OSI-environment. These techniques ~ill play an important role in the
areas of specification and test ing.

•

Formal descriptions of the OSI protocols and services may eventually replace
the natural language versions. Facing the complexity of OSI and formal descript ion techniques and the related problems this process may take several
years to complete.
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2.0

051 STANDARDS AND CONFORMANCE

Due to the diversity of the environments in which the standards may be applied,
the standards specify multiple classes of service, subsets, options and parameters whose use or va lues can either be defined by the implementer or be negotiable between the partners.
Therefore the nurnber of implementation
alternatives for a single layer is enormous.
A real system usually consists
of a 'stack' of layers giving even more possibilities.
Example
The Transport Protocol Specification defines 5 Classes of procedures, 6 options
and many parameters.
Example
The Session Protocol Specification defines a number (17) of functional units
from which the implementer may make a (slightly constrained) selection. The
standard describes three predefined subsets.
Interworking problems between products implementing the same standard may be a
resul t of having made a careless selection of options and parameter va lues .
In Europe CEN/CENELEC in cooperation with CEPT specified functional standards
defining configurations of OSI-layers together with selections of parameters
and options that may be used as a basis for the realisation of some function
/Zimm86/.
In the USA the MAP-group specifies not only the protocols but also the selected
options and parameter-ranges for the use of OSI-standards in Computer Aided
Manufacturing environments /Adle86/. A similar effort is being carried out by
the TOP-group for the use of OSI-standards in the technical and office environment.
The th ree efforts mentioned above are aimed at restricting the implementation
freedom provided by the OSI standards, in order to facilitate interworking.
Functional standardization and its relation to conformance testing and certification will be addressed again in chapter 5.
The standards are written in natura 1 language supplemented with state transition
tables. The complexity of the standards is such that misinterpretation by implementers is not uncommon.
Therefore it is necessary to test whether some
implementation adheres (conforms) to the corresponding standard.
The exact
meaning of conformance in such a complicated environment had to be defined,
leading to the installation of a conformance testing working group in ISO.
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2.1

THE QUESTION ON OSI CONFORMANCE (TESTING).

2.1.1

THE QUESTION.

The question on OSI conformance testing was originally proposed in June 1982,
more than four years aft er the definition of the OSI Reference Model.
After
two reformulations the final vers ion of the question was agreed on two years
later when the question was divided in half: "Conformance to OSI standards" and
"Conformance testing", the latter becoming an ISO project (97.21.23) in February
1985.
The final version of the question on "Conformance to OSI
produced below: /ISO/TC97/SC21/N908/
1.
2.
3.
4.

standards"

is

re-

What is the meaning of conformance in the context of OSI ?
What are the multi-layer aspects of conformance ?
How are conformance requirements to be expressed in OSI protocol
standards ?
How are conformance clauses to be expressed in OSI protocol standards
?

5.

2.1.2

What assistance can be given by WG1 to OSI protocol designers in relation to this question ?

THE MEAN ING OF CONFORMANCE IN THE CONTEXT OF OSI.

The final answer to the first part of the question was formulated in November
1985 /ISO/TC97/SC21/N908/
Conformance in the context of OSI is concerned only with the conformance
of implementations and real systems to those OSI standards which specify
requirements applicable to implementations and real systems. Those
standards include protocol standards, transfer syntax standards, and any
future standards which specify multi-layer aspects.
Conformance is not concerned ~ith the relationship of implementations and
real systems to any standard which does not specify requirements applicable to them. These standards include service definitions and the Reference Model. Similarly, conformance is not concerned ~ith the adherence
of one OSI standard to ano"ther OSI standard (for example a protocol
standard to the Reference Model)
Conformance does not imply anything about performance. It should also
be noted that conformance does not necessarily guarantee interworking.
Even if two implementations conform to the specification in the I nternational Standards, they may fail to interwork correctly.

In the context of OSI, a real system is said to exhibit conformance if
it complies with the requirements of OSI standards in its communication
with other real systems. For conformance to a specific OSI standard by a
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real system, it is necessary that the system is one to which the scope
and field of application of the standard apply.
Since osr standards form a set of inter-related standards which combine
together and define behavior of open systems in their communication, it
is necessary to express conformanee of real systems with reference to the
set of inter-related standards.

2.1.3

THE MULTI-LAYER ASPECTS OF CONFORMANCE

Some of the osr protocol standards specify requirements for the layers below
the layer for which the standard is defined. These are multi-layer conformanee
requirements (section 2.1.4).
Note: A functional standard (chapter 5.3.1) mayalso be
multi-layer conformanee requirements.

2.1.4

regarded as

set

of

CONFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS IN STANDARDS

The answer identified three points of view for conformanee requirements.
1.

The conformanee requirements in a standard can be:a.
b.
c.

2.

The statements of conformanee requirements in a standard can be:a.
b.

3.

positive: they state what must be done;
negative (prohibitions): they state what must not be done.

The requirements fall into two groups:
a.

b.

OS1

mandatory requirements: these must be observed in all cases;
conditional requirements: these must be observed only when the conditions set out in the standard apply;
options: these can be selected to suit the implementation, so long as
any requirements on which the option depends or which depend on the
option are observed.

statie conformanee requirements: these define the requirements which
allow for sets of capabilities to facilitate interworking.
Examples of these are the allowed grouping of functional units and
options, or the ranges that must be supported for parameters or
timervalues.
Statie conformanee requirements come in two flavours:
those which concern the capabilities to be included in an implementation
and those concerning multi-layer dependencies which place constraints
on the capabilities of the lower layers.
A system can be said to conform statically if it has the capabilities
specified by the statie conformanee requirements.
dynamic conformanee reguirements these determine what observable behavior is permitted by the relevant OS1 protocol standard (s) in instances of communication. The requirements and options in a protocol
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standard define the set of allowable behaviours of an implementation
in instances of communication.
Example
Section three of the ISO Transport protocol specification /DIS8073/ presents
the conformance clauses for the protocol. It is reproduced in Appendix C. to
give the reader a better feel for the way these requirements are formulated.
The conformance clauses for the ISO Session Protocol /DIS8327/ and FTAM
/DIS8571/ are also included in Appendix C.

2.1.5

ASSISTANCE TO OSI PROTOCOL DESIGNERS

The last part of the question led to the development of a checklist for protocol
definers, giving guidance on how to write a protocol specification or standard
in such a way to make testing conformance to this standard possible.
Some of the early protocol standards will not give a complete specification of
the requirements for static conformance. This makes it impossible to decide
whether an implementation of such a protocol conforms to the standard. A revision of the standard is a possible solution to this problem.
The state of the art of protocol design verification and formal description
techniques at the moment is such that a protocol as specified by an International Standard may contain serious errors.
Example
/West86/ describes a number of (small) errors in the Session protocol, detected
by automated design verification techniques.
If an implementer discovers an error in a protocol specification and corrects
the bug in his implementation, he creates a non-conforming implementation, as
conformance is defined with respect to the standard. Things may even get worse
when different implementers solve problems in different ways. This shows the
need of a fast amendment procedure for correcting the standards.

2.1.6

CONFORMANCE TO OSI SERVICE DEFINITIONS

As stated before, the OSI service definition documents do not contain conformance clauses, so testing conformance of an implementation to such a standard
is not possible. This seems an undesirable situation from the viewpoint of the
user of an implementation as he will be a user of the service offered by the
implementation. The user of an implementation ~ill for instance be interested
in the reaction of that implementation when the rules for operating the service
are violated. Conformance testing as proposed by ISO ~ill not cover this kind
of testing.
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2.2

OSI CONFORMANCE TESTING METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK

ISO project 97.21.23 focus es on the development of a 'conformance testing
methodology and framework' applicable for OSI.
The major objectives of th is work are:

•
•
•

Specification of a limited number of test environments for examining both
single and multi-Iayer products.
Specification of an implementation independent method of defining tests.
achieving an acceptable and useful degree of comparability of results of
tests of similar products.

The current working draft /TC97/SC21/WG1/N280/ is the result of an editing
meeting in April 1986, this version may be advanced to DP status in Sep 1986,
DIS status is expected by June 1987. The final form of the document will have
separate sections directed towards test suite designers, test realizers, protocol implementers, test operators and us ers of test reports.
CCITT intends to adopt the ISO-work on conformance testing and make additions
required for testing conformance to their Recommendations if necessary.

Note: The ISO project does not cover testing of the physical layer.
Note: The ISO project covers the testing of most 'realopen systems', including
re1ay systems (gateways). Gateway testing is not treated in this report, the
interested reader will find more information on this topic in /Zeng85/.
The remainder of this chapter contains a summary of the ISO-work as described
in /ISO/SC21/WG1/N280/ and /Rayn86/, the terminology and major concepts will
be introduced.

2.2.1

PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION CONFORMANCE STATEMENT (PICS)

All conformance testing activities will be based on a statement made by the
supplier of the IUT in which he states exactly what has been implemented. This
statement is called the PICS (Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement)
and contains a detailed description of the IUT covering:

•
•
•
•
•

implemented capabilities and options
options not implemented
parameter va lues or parameter ranges supported
values selected for timers/timeouts
values selected for variables defined in the standards (e.g.
window sizes, and retransmission counter limits)

transmission

The protocol standard specifies the superset of all valid selections and
options, the PICS together with the protocol standard, (or standards in the case
of mul ti -layer implementations) identifies the subset that is implemented in
the particular IUT.
The requirements for the PICS should be integrated into the standards.
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A second document called PITS (Protocol Implementation Test Statement) provides
any addi tional information needed by the tester of the system to make the
testing possible. An example of an item for the PITS is the network address of
the IUT.

2.2.2 TEST PROCEDURE
Conformanee testing must cover both statie and dynamic conformanee aspects. A
typical procedure for testing is shown in figure Figure 8 on page 28. The entire test procedure is divided in five phases, each of these phases will be
described below.
The first test phase is a 'paper analysis' to determine if the statements in
the PICS are consistent and whether they are in line with the statie conformanee
requirements specified in the relevant protocol standards. This phase is called
the first statie conformanee review.
During the second phase, the basic interconnection testing, some relatively
simple tests are performed to check that it is worthwhile going on with more
thorough (and therefore more expensive) tests. Most of the 'big' implementation
errors will be detected during this testing phase.
The third phase, capability testing, will be used to determine the validity of
the PICS with respect to the actual, observable capabilities of the IUT.
A second statie conformanee review will be carried out after the capability
testing has been finished. Note that the results of this second review may require modifications to the PICS because of detected discrepancies.
Behavior testing, the fourth and most important test phase, has as its major
objective to check the behavior of the implementation in various instanees of
communication. During this phase individual state transitions, PDU syntax, and
use of parameters will be tested in great detail, covering both correct and
erroneous behavior of the communicating partner. Behavior tests will make up
for the major part of the test suite.
When the results of one of the previously mentioned test phases are unsatisfactory to the concerned parties, the test procedure may be aborted at the negotiated exits, as indicated in Figure 8 on page 28.
The testing ends with a final statie conformanee review which will be based on
the results from the foregoing phases. The conclusion of this final phase is
recorded in a detailed conformanee test report. The structure of these reports
wil! be standardized to help users to compare reports produced by different
organizations.
The 2nd, 3rd and Sth test phase all start with a selection step: extract ion
of the test cases to be executed from the test suite, using the information
provided in the PICS.
The test procedure as described above is not the only order in which the tests
can be performed. There are many other ways of interleaving the statie and dy-
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Figure 8.

ISO conformanee testing - a typical test procedure
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namic conformance tests.
ficiency of the test ing.

The selected order will affect the cost and the ef-

Besides the three types of tests mentioned above, a fourth type cal led conformance resolution tests has been defined.
These tests provide diagnostic
answers to the resolution of whether an implementation satisfies particular
requirements. These answers are gained at the expense of confining tests to a
narrow field.
These tests may be realized by using any available tools and techniques, for
example implementation specific tools like debugging facilities provided by the
operating system. Clearly, such tests need not (cannot) be standardized.
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2.2.3

TEST SUITE STRUCTURE

A test suite consists of a set of test specifications that is standardized for
conformance testing and a set of rules for determining the order in which the
tests are run.

TEST SUITE

I
I
I

I

I

TEST GROUP

TEST GROUP

I

I
I
I

I

I

subgroup

subgroup

I

I

TEST GROUP

I
I

I

subgroup

I
I
I

I

I

TEST CASE

TEST CASE

I

I
I
I

I

I

test steps
(preambIe)
I

I

TEST EVENT

I

I

TEST CASE

I
I

I

TEST STEP
(EVALUATION)

test steps
(postambIe)

I
I
I

I-

TEST EVENT

I

TEST EVENT

NOTE: Upper Case is used for mandatory elements
Lower Case is used for optional elements

Figure 9.

Test suite structure: This figure shows the hierarchical
structure proposed by ISO and introduces the names for the various substructures.

ISO suggests a hierarchical organization for the test suite.
a test suite is shown in Figure 9

The structure of

A test suite is divided in test groups consisting of subgroups, which are in
turn sets of test cases.
A test case is the smallest unit of testing to which results are attached; it
is a complete independent specification of the behavior required to achieve a
single test purpose.
Each test case comprises at least one test step, the
evaluation step: the series of events covered by the test purpose. The evaluation step may be preceded by a preamble one or more test steps that prepare
the IUT tor the execution of the evaluation step for example by putting the I~~
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in a specific state.
A postamb1e may optiona11y follow the test eva1uation
step.
The purpose of the test steps in this postamb1e is to put the IUT in a
we11 defined initialor other stab1e state again. This state may serve as the
starting point for the execution of the next test case, in this way severa1 test
cases may be concatenated for efficient execution.
The subdivision of a test case in test steps enab1es the test definer to create
generic test steps that can be shared among the various test cases, e.g. the
establishment of a connection.
Test events are the smallest units of test specification, concerning for examp1e
the sending or receipt of a single PDV or the execution of a single service
primitive.

2.2.4

TEST CASES

Each test case is designed around a precise1y specified test purpose.
types of test case specification are defined:

Three

generic

the test case is defined independent1y of any particu1ar abstract test
method. The purpose of the test is comp1ete1y specified, as are all
sequences of test events that lead to a 'pass' verdict. An informa1
categorization of all sequences of events that lead to a 'fai1' or
'inconc1usive' verdict is a1so provided. A gener ic test case mayalso
specify a preamb1e, again at an informa1 level.

abstract

an abstract test case is derived from a generic test case together
with the relevant protocol specification, it specifies the test case
in terms of a particu1ar test method and inc1udes a more precise
specification of the sequences informa11y described in the generic
test case. Note that the re1ation between generic and abstract test
cases is not one-to-one, many different abstract test cases can be
derived from a single generic test case.

executable An executab1e test is derived from an abstract test case, and is in
a form which allows it to be run on a rea1 test system for testing a
rea1 imp1ementation.
The resu1t of the execution of a test case, the observed test outcome is compared to the required or permitted outcome as specified by the test case. From
this comparison a verdict is produced. This verdict wi11 be

•
•
•

pass if the observed outcome matches one of the required or permitted outcomes
fai1 if the observed outcome conf1icts with all of the required and permitted outcomes
inconc1usive if the observed outcome neither ma~ches any of the required
or permitted outcomes, nor conf1icts with them; in this case no conc1usions
ean be drawn. Consider for examp1e the occurrence of a spontaneous disconneet during the execution of a test case, the behavior of the IL7 in this
case may be va1id but the purpose of the test case is not satisfied.
Sometimes repeating the test case may resu1t in satisfaction of the test
purpose (transient 'errors').
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2.2.5

TEST SUITE DESIGN

The number of possible combinations of events and timing of events is infinite,
therefore conformanee testing cannot be exhaustive. An important aim of the
test suite design is to minimize the number of times a non-conforming implementation passes the conformanee test suite. The amount of confidence that can
be achieved by testing is closely related to the coverage of a test suite. A
full test suite should be capable of testing all the mandatory and optional
features of the protocol, selected in all the feasible combinations allowed by
the statie conformanee requirements of the protocol specification. If the
specification allows for selecting a partial set of features, such as 'receive
only', the test suite must be adaptable to this situation. Clearly, these requirements may lead to a test suite of considerable size, in practice an appropriate balance between coverage and test suite size (and thus testing time
!) must be achieved.
Therefore a test suite should contain test cases for
categories where relevant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

each of the

following

capability tests (covering statie conformanee aspects)
behaviour tests of valid behaviour
behaviour tests of syntactically invalid behaviour
behaviour tests of inopportune behaviour (i.e. syntactically valid events
occurring at the wrong time)
tests focusing on the PDUs sent to the IUT
tests focusing on the PDUs received from the IUT
tests focusing on interactions between what is sent and received
tests related to each protocol mandatory feature
tests related to each optional feature which is implemented
tests related to each optional feature which is not implemented
tests related to each protocol phase
variations in the test event occurring in a particular state
timing and timer variations
PDU encoding variations
variations in va lues of individual parameters
variations in combinations of parameter values

The categories listed above are not mutually exclusive, a considerable overlap
exists between them.
To obtain a test suite, the following major steps are to be taken
•
•
•
•
•

study the relevant standards to determine what the conformanee requirements
(including options) are which need to be tested, and what the implementer
needs to state in the PICS.
decide on the test groups and subgroups needed to achieve the appropriate
coverage of conformanee requirements and refine the test groups into sets
of test purposes.
specify gener ie test cases for each test purpose
select the appropriate abstract test methodes) for which abstract test cases
need to be specified and define the requirements for the upper tester and
the test coordination procedures.
specify the complete abstract test cases, including the test step structure
to be used, in an appropriate test notation.
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•
•

specify the inter-relationships between the test cases and the PICS so that
the restrictions for test select ion and the ordering of test cases for execution can be determined.
choose the executable testers which will be used and then derive the executable test suite from the abstract test suite.

The following is an example of a suitable structure for a single-layer test
suite as proposed in the ISO-document, it shows how the various design rules
described above can be applied.
A. Capability Tests
A.I Mandatory features
A.2 Optional features said to be supported by the PICS
B. Behaviour tests: response to valid behaviour by peer
B.I Connection establishment phase (if relevant)
B.I.I Focus on what is sent to the IUT
B.I.I.I Test event variation in each state
B.I.I.2 Timing/timer variation
B.I.I.3 Encoding variation
B.I.I.4 Individual parameter value variation
B.I.I.5 Variations of combinations of parameter values
B.I.2 Focus on what is received from the IUT
... substructured as B.I.I
B.I.3 Focus on interactions
... substructured as B.I.I
B.2 Data transfer phase
... substructured as B.I
B.3 Connection release phase (if relevant)
... substructured as B.I
C. Behaviour tests: response to syntactically invalid behaviour by peer
C.I Connection establishment phase (if relevant)
C.I.I Focus on what is sent to the IUT
C.I.I.I Test event variation in each state
C.I.I.2 Encoding variation of the invalid event
C.I.I.3 lndividual invalid parameter value variation
C.I.I.4 Invalid parameter value combination variation
C.I.2 Focus on what the IUT is requested to send
C.I.2.1 Individual invalid parameter va lues
C.I.2.2 Invalid combinations of parameter va lues
C.2 Data transfer phase
... substructured as C.I
C.3 Connection release phase (if relevant)
... substructured as C.I
D. Behaviour tests: response to inopportune events by peer
D.I Connection establishment phase (if relevant)
D.I.I Focus on what is sent to the IUT
D.I.I.I Test event variation in each state
D.I.I.2 Timing/timer variation
D.I.I.3 Special encoding variations
D.I.I.4 Major individual parameter value variations
D.I.I.5 Variations in major combination of parameter values
D.I.2 Focus on what is requested to be sent by the IUT
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... substructured as D.l.l
D.l.3 Focus on interactions
... substructured as D.l.l
D.2 Data transfer phase
... substructured as D.l
D.3 Connection release phase (if relevant)
... substructured as D.l
The structure described above is included as an illustration of how a test suite
may be structured, it is by no means the only or best structure. It has the
advantage of being generally applicable, at this level of description no protocol dependent information is included.

2.2.6

TEST SUITE NOTATION

The technique that will be used for the notation of test suites is still under
discussion within ISO. A specially defined 'informal' description technique
called TTCN, (Tree and Tabular Combined Notation) is recommended by ISO, although the use of the formal description techniques LOTOS and ESTELLE is also
under study. The interested reader will find a complete description of the
features and facilities of TTCN in /ISO/TC97 /SC21/WGl/N280/. TTCN is in use
for the development of trial test suites.
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2.2.7

ABSTRACT TEST METHOOS

The behaviour of the IUT is defined in terms of events, i.e. Abstract Service
Primitives (ASP) , observable and controllable from its environment, Figure 10
therefore represents a conceptual view of a test system capable of controlling
and observing these events.
If the IUT realizes layers (N) to (N+t) two
interfaces can be distinguished, the ~ service interface which can be can
be controlled and observed in terms of (N+t)-ASPs and the lower interface which
can be controlled and observed via (N-1)-ASPs.

A
(N+t)-ASPs
V

TEST SYSTEM

lmplementation
Under
Test
A
(N)-ASPs
V

Figure 10.

ISO
Conformance
Testing
Generalized
view of test
system.: This figure shows the conceptual view of a test system, the IUT is embedded in the test system, the latter having
access to all external interfaces of the IUT.

The part of the test system that provides control and observation of the upper
boundary of the IUT is the upper tester, its counterpart at the lo~er boundary
being the lower tester.
An abstract test method is the description of how an IUT is to be tested, given
at an appropriate level of abstract ion to make the description independent of
any particular implementation of testing tools, but with enough detail to enable
tests to be specified for this method. Abstract test methods are described in
terms of what outputs from the entity under test are observed and what inputs
to it can be controlled.

Two classes of abstract test methods exist: local and external.
Local test
methods are characterized by control and observation being specified entirely
in terms of events occurring within the system under test (Figure 11 on page
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ISO Conformance Testing - Local test methods

36).
Because of the required direct access to the lower boundary of the IUT,
the local test methods are applicable for in-house testing only, with the upper
and lower tester possibly instalied on the same system as the IUT, their coordination being realized via interprocess communication facilities as offered
by most operating systems.
External methods, on the other hand, do not require access to the lower boundary
of the IUT, instead they are characterized by observation and control occurring
external to the system under test, using the service provided by the layers
below the IUT, as shown in Figure 12 on page 37
The lower tester operates as a 'peer' user of the service and controls and observes the IUT indirectly in terms of the ASP*s (the '*' indicates external
observation and control).
Note that the ASP*s and ASPs are not identical, the precise relation between
them is defined by the specification of the (N-I) service definition. The
inclusion of the (N-I) service provider in the test system makes these systems
applicable in a real communications environment, however it also introduces a
new problem: how to achieve and maintain synchronization between the upper and
lower tester, as the service provider introduces a variabie delay between the
service primitives executed at one end and the 'related' primitive occurring
at the other end.
Also the unexpected occurrence of 'provider initiated'
events, for example spontaneous disconnects, complicates external testing.
Three types of external test method exist: distributed, coordinated and
remote.
These methods differ in the specification of the test coordination
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Figure 12.

ISO Conformance Testing - External test methods

procedures that define the rules for cooperation between upper and lower tester,
and the terms in which the abstract test cases are specified.
In the distributed method the requirements for the test coordination procedures
are specified in the abstract test suite but no assumption is made regarding
their realization. The abstract test cases are specified in terms of
(N-l)-AS~~s, (N) to (N+t) PDUs and (N+t)-ASPs.
The means to achieve the required coordination are not specified. Clearly the upper interface of the IUT
must be accessible.
In the coordinated test methods a standardized set of procedures for the coordination between upper and lower tester is defined:
the test management protocol. The PDUs used for the operation of the test management protocol are
included in the specification of the abstract test suite.

Note:

The ISO document states that access to the upper service interface, i.e.
the (N+t)-ASPs above the IUT is not necessary and that the specification of the
abstract test suite need not use (N+t)-ASPs; the entire test suite may be expressed in (N)-ASPs and Test Management PDUs. This is an example of a common
misinterpretation of the service concept, originating from the idea that an
implementer of a multi-layer IUT is not committed to implement the service
interface, any mechanism that is suitable for the exchange of PDUs between the
layers may be selected.
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Testing

Distributed and Coordinated Test

The upper tester is required to imp1ement the test management protocol. It may
be viewed as a special protocol entity that can be described just like any other
layer-protocol.
In the remote test methods, no assumption is made about the existence or accessibility of the upper interface of the IUT.
The remote method appears to
be the only method applicable to testing implementations integrated in products
like the 'Network File Printer' as described in section 1.2.4.
Each of the test methods comes in three variations: single-layer, multi-layer
and embedded.
A single layer me~hod is designed to test a single layer IUT
without reference to the layer above. A multi-layer method is designed to test
a multi-layer implementation as a whole. The large number of possible multilayer implementations requires the definition of an equally large number of test
suites, unless a method for the construct ion of a multi-layer test suite from
individual single-layer test suites can be devised. The complexity of this
process taken together with the informal methods applied to date for the construction of test suites make this composition hard to achieve. This explains
why the embedded methods are to be preferred for tes~ing multi-layer implementations. These methods aim to test a single layer ~ithin a multi-layer IUT,
using the knowledge of what protocols are implemented in the layers above the
layer under test.
Repeated application of the embedded test method to the
successive layers of a multi-layer IUT, starting at the lowest layer, is called
incremental testing.
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ISO Conformance Testing - Embedded test methods: The method
is used to test a single layer (N+i) with an upper tester not
directlyon top of that layer.

Combining characteristics from the above categories gives the following useful
test methods: (Figure 15 on page 40)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LS
LM

DS(E)
DM
CS(E)
CM
RS(E)
RH

2.2.8

Local Single-layer
Local Multi-layer
Distributed Single-layer (Ernbedded)
Distributed Multi-layer
Coordinated Single-layer (Embedded)
Coordinated Multi-layer
Rernote Single-layer (Ernbedded)
Remote Multi-layer

USE OF THE ABSTRACT TEST METHODS

The applicability of these methods to various pro~ocols needs further research.
Practical experience has been gained with some of the external test methods,
the results will be discussed in section chapter 3.
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ISO Conformanee Testing - Overview of abstract test methods:

For example, jISOjTC97jSC21jN1259j contains remarks on the application of these
test methods to application layer protocols.

2.2.9

TEST RESULTS

The results of a conformanee test will be laid down in a detailed test report
that covers:

•
•

•
•
•

•

2.3

•

the implementation under test
the test center
the test system, including vers ion numbers etc
the operators
the test cases that were used together with their verdiets
detailed test history for test cases with verdict t fai! t

REMARKS ON THE ISO WORK ON CONFORMANCE TESTING.

The Testing Methodology and Framework working draft clearly covers all aspects of conformanee testing and it can serve as a good 'guide t for the
implementation of conformanee test systems. The entire testing world will
benefit from the definition of a uniform terminology.
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•

The document, like most ISO documents, mainly specifies 'what' has to be
done instead of 'how' it should be done.
The document does cover many
practical issues. It differs from many other OSI standards in that it addresses specific groups of users in separate parts of the document.

•

The final version will consist of 6 parts:
1. general concepts
2. abstract test suite specification
3. executable test suite derivation
4. requirements for protocol implementers
5. test execution
6. interpretation of test reports
At this moment the first two parts are nearing DP Status CSep 86), the other
parts are in a relatively premature state. This shows that the ISO-project
for conformance testing is suffering considerable delay.

•

The current vers ion of the documents do not address the role of forma I description techniques for conformance testing, a future addendum is expected
to address this subject.

•

Many of the older ISO protocol documents do not contain adequate conformance
requirements, making conformance testing to these standards impossible.
This problem may be solved by making an amendments to the standard.

•

The product ion of a test suite using the guidelines produced by the conformance testing working group is a labour intensive task, the actual creation of test suites is not a task of this group, the protocol working
groups are candidates for actually creating the test suites.

•

Most implementations may be adapted to the requirements of the user by
changing configuration parameters Ccustomizing), for example to select answer only mode, buffer size limits, and the maximum number of connections
supported. Due to an implementation error, changing the value of a variabIe
may have unwanted side-effects. What are the implications of such changes
for test ing. is complete re-testing necessary ? state selected and tested
values in the PICS ?
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3.0

TESTING METHOOS, SYSTEMS AND EXPERIENCES

The OSI Reference Model is an abstract model, serving as a basis for the definition of the layer standards, but it gives no guidance on implementation and
testing.
The need for testing facilities led to the development of test systems at several institutes starting in the early eighties at the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) in the USA and followed by the activities at the National
Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the United Kingdom and many more.
Also some
Japanese papers published between 1980 and 1983, describe plans for a test
center /Yosh82/, /Arak83/. More recent papers from th is source were not available.
This chapter starts with an overview of various test methods, some of them are
not covered by the ISO-work but are important in practice.
Separate sections
are devoted to synchronization and test sequence design. The remaining part of
this chapter describes and compares three existing test systems.
Additional information about some of the systems is presented in Appendix B of
this document.
All three systems implement external test suites and are designed for testing
protocols in layers 3 through 7, although most practical experiences cover
layers 3 and 4.
The projects that led to these systems were initiated before the development
of the 'Conformance Testing Methodology and Framework for OSI' started. However
some of the designers of these systems actively contribute(d) to the activities
of the ISO-working group on conformance testing; the ISO papers therefore reflect the experiences gained with these systems.
In descriptions of test systems the terms first party testing, second party
testing and third party testing are frequently used. This categorization of
testing activities is based on who actually performs the tests:

•
•
•

3.1

first party testing, testing is executed by the producer of the imp lementation. this activity is also referred to as in-house testing or selftesting.
second party testing, the consumer does the test ing.
third party testing, an independent testing agency is responsible for the
testing.
These testing agencies may either be private (commercial) or
government organizations. An example of the latter being the national PTTs
of the European countries that execute 'permission to connect I -oriented
tests before a system or product may be connected to their X.25 data networks.

SYNCHRON IZATION

With the external test methods that use an upper tester, the lower and upper
tester cooperate to execute a test case. In practical situations the upper and
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lower tester may be located at a great distance from each other. Synchronization
is necessary to achieve cooperation between the upper and lower tester and some
form of "synchronization channel" is needed.
More precisely, the synchronization requirements are:
•
•
•

Inter-test synchronization: the upper and lower tester start operation at
appropriate times.
Intra-test synchronization: the upper and lower tester act or react correctly at appropriate times.
Resynchronization: a procedure is available to recover if the testers do
get out of step.

Maintaining synchronization under all circumstances is one of the difficult
problems during test execution. As we will show in the suhsequent sections
various approaches have been tried, however none of them meets all of the above
requirements.
The main factors that contribute to the synchronization problem are:
•
•
•

3.2

The time between the execution of a service primitive at one service access
point and the corresponding event at another service access point is variable;
The processing times of the entity under test are not exactly known and may
vary over a wide range when different systems under test are considered;
An upper tester has to be implemented on the system under test, so its
processing times are not exactly known and vary between systems.

TEST SUITE DESIGN

Early efforts to produce test sequences were based on finite state machine
testing techniques and covered only a part of the protocol, the dynamic
behaviour of the state machine.
Several algorithms exist for the derivation
of test sequences from protocol specifications hased on the FSM formalism.

Note: The term test sequences is used here instead of test cases; the interaction sequences that result from the application of these methods are clearly
different from the test cases as proposed by ISO, the former have no clear test
purpose and test evaluation step, they are just meaningless sequences with
specific characteristics. This makes it difficult to derive diagnostic information from the results obtained via these test sequences.
Some of the test sequences produced by these algorithms are difficult to realize
in practice because of their inherent synchronization requirements.
Various authors studied these methods in detail, three of the methods will he
discussed below:
A transition tour is a sequence which starts in the initial state of the protocol machine and covers all the state transitions at least once. (Sari82( If
the state machine has many stat es and state transitions this leads to a transition tour of considerable length which will he hard to realize in practice.
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Another problem associated with this method is that a separate transition tour
is necessary for each selection of options that affect the protocol machine.
Another method of test sequence generation produces a set of sequences, called
W-set, that can distinguish between the behaviours of every pair of states in
a protocol machine /Behc82/.
The sequences in the W-set, together with the
initial sequences leading to a specific state can be used to check any transition from that specific state to another state. The W-set method has a serious
drawback that it is only applicable to protocols defined by FSMs that are minimized, complete and strongly connected /Brem84/, requirements that are not
fulfilled by practical ISO protocols !
A third method of generating test sequences is cal led checking seguences This
method is based on the idea that a special input sequence called a distinguishing sequence may exist, and that this can be used to identify the state
in which the protocol machine is left after some sub-test. The distinguishing
sequence must therefore produce different results for each possible state. A
complete test sequence consists of three different parts, the first puts the
state machine into a specific state (like the preamble of a test case), the
second executes the individual transition under test while the last part is the
distinguishing sequence used to identify the resulting state.
The interested reader will
/Sari84/.

find a detailed comparison of these methods in

Researchers at NBS also tried to derive test sequences using techniques from
linguistics, based on a grammar description of the protocol with probabilities
added to the product ion rules. They concluded that a lot of work is needed to
manually assess the practical value of the sequences thus obtained. /Linn83/
From a large set of test sequences they selected 60 sequences for use with the
NBS-transport layer test system.
/Sari84/ presents the results of a study on the synchronization problems associated with test sequence design.
NPL (UK) as weIl as Twente University carry out research projects to investigate
methods to derive test cases from LOTOS specifications, /Stee86/.
The derivation of test sequences from ESTELLE-descriptions is also investigated
at various institutes /Ansa86/, /Favr86/.
A research project that is likely to produce practical results ~ithin some time
is the PROSIT-project (PROtocol Specification, Implementation and Test) at the
G~ID (Gesellschaft fuer Mathematik und Datenverabeitung) in W.-Germany. /Burk85/
All of the methods described above only cover a subset of the dynamic conformance aspects, they do not address the testing of static requirements (capability
testing) .
At this moment the creation of a complete test suite , covering both static and
dynamic aspects of the protocol as described by ISO, has to be done manually,
possibly with the aid of of simulation tools. The entire construction process
is based on an intuitive understanding of the protocol.
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3.3

3.3.1

TEST METHOOS

PASSIVE TEST METHOOS

Test activities can be categorized on the basis of several criteria, e.g.
whether the test system is able to control the exchange of data with the SUT
or whether it is only able to observe the communication activities. The former
is called active testing, the latter is referred to as passive monitoring. Also
some intermediate forms exist, allowing limited control over the PDU stream,
for example by corrupting it. This type of testing is called active
monitoring.
The passive testing techniques are not powerful enough to be useful for for
conformanee testing as such, a passive monitor has no control over the PDU
stream and therefore cannot execute a test case.
However passive testing in
the form of monitoring lower layer activities during the execution of test cases
may provide important information to the test executer. A passive monitor may
be used to detect non-conforming behaviour of the system under test, it could
operate either in real-time (the validity of the observed behaviour is judged
upon immediately), or off-line, in which case the analysis will be performed
on 'traces' that record the events occurring at the interaction pointes).
Practical examples of passive monitors include X.25-protocol analyzers and
various local area network debugging tools.
/Dss085/ shows the fundament a 1
limitations of pass ive testing using multiple observers, each monitoring a
different interaction point. The authors of the paper compare the detection
capacity of such a distributed set of observers with detection capacity that
can be reached with a single 'almighty' observer. They conclude that some types
of erroneous behaviour cannot be detected by a set of non-cooperating observers.
An active monitor is equipped with a single point of observation through which

it mayalso exercise some control; it may corrupt the PDU stream and it mayalso
originate PDUs.
PDU corruption may be used to test the ability of the recipient system to detect
and respond correctly to corrupted physical bit streams and link layer frames.
PDU generation is relatively easy if the employed medium is Ul~-based, in this
case the active monitor is allowed to obtain access just like any other station.
PDU generation is difficult to implement for W~~ based DTE/DCE links as these
do not support multiple devices and access arbitration.
A third method that is catagorized as a passive test method is called
PDU-interception. A test tooI is inserted into the link between two systems to
intercept the bit-stream. Because of this placement, it permits PDU observation,
generation, modification and removal to be performed at any level. In principle
such a tooI may be regarded as a special type of relay system. These capabilities make it possible to define a test management protocol to coordinate the
activities of the tester and the SUT. If a test management protocol and an upper
tester are available then the test cases defined for a coordinated test method
can be executed, however nothing is gained from this approach as the same test
situations may be realized without the interception facility instalIed.
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Passive testing methods: from top to bottom passive
ing, active monitoring and PDU-interception method.

monitor-

Examples of passive test tools include:
•
•
•

OBSER\~R

/Molv85/ is an example of passive monitor. The tooI is designed
for checking operation of protocols in IByers 1 to 3 of a CSMA/CD hased
local area network in real-time.
CERBERE /Ansa83b/ implements the interception method, it is a flexihle tooI
in that it can be programmed in PASCAL to customize it for specific purposes.
METROPOL /Cork83/ (Method for Testing Real Operation Protocols Off-Line)
is an example of a passive monitor that is used for off-line analysis of
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traces captured during the operation of
systems
that
implement
SNA-protocols. The system uses a description of the SNA protocols in FAPL
as a basis for its operation.

3.3.2

TEST METHOOS BASED ON REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATIONS

A reference implementation is an implementation that is assumed to be correct.
Producing a reference implementation for the complex OSI protocols is a nontrivial task. One of the best ways to obtain such an implementation is by
'compiling' a formal description of a protocol into an executable form, possibly
with the addition of hand-coded machine-specific routines. Several examples of
this approach are described in publications e.g. /Mil184/.
Once produced such a reference implementation (RI) is applicable for testing
purposes in two ways: the first is to compare the behaviour of the IUT with that
of the RI when they are both 'fed' with the same input sequence: comparison
testing. The other approach is to use the RI as a communication partner, in
this case the underlying service provider is also used during the testing,
making its correctness amandatory requirement.
Before describing both test methods more detailed in the subsequent sections
it is important to notice that the RI is just one particular implementation,
it realizes a specific selection of options and functions, and supports its own
specific ranges of parameter values. Therefore the RI must be constructed to
match the functionality of the IUT.
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3.3.3

Comparison testing: this figure shows the various components
for the system and the way they are interconnected.

COMPARfSON TESTING

Comparison testing (Figure 17) a technique that has been succesfully applied
to test integrated circuits, is not useful for testing protocol implementations
for many reasons.
The test system consists in this case of three modules, a
test driver that drives the inputs of both the implementation under test and a
reference implementation which forms the second module. A comparator module
compares the observable behaviour of both implementations. An optional feedback
channel provides the test driver with results that may be used to adapt the test
execution process. Note that a protocol entity has 'inputs' at both its upper
and lower service boundary, the same holds for 'outputs'. (The use of terms like
'input' and 'output' in the context of service primitives is not very clean).
The test system has full control over both upper and lower service interfaces
of the IUT and therefore imposes no restrictions on the selection of test cases.
Any test defined for a local test method could in principle be executed on this
system.
This reasonable looking method is not useful because of :
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•
•
•

non-determinism: often an implementation has the freedom to arbitrarily
select areaction to an event from a set of allowed responses. The reference
implementation and the implementation under test do not have to make the
same selection, and may become unsynchronized.
timing: the processing times of both implementations will be different.
practical problems, the Reference Implementation and the IUT will be running
on different machines in most cases, which introduces many interfacing and
synchronization problems. Also the accessibility of the interfaces may be
a problem, the IUT has to isolated from its lower layers.

3.3.4

TESTING AGAINST A REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION

The configuration for testing against a reference implementation is shown in
Figure 18 on page 5üln this case the reference implementation acts as a peer
of the implementation under test. This type of testing may be used for testing
inter-operability between systems. The test driver and test responder are special users of the service provided respectively by the RI and the IUT. Together
they execute the test sequences, and in this way a test management protocol may
be implemented.
This type of test system has the advantage of being symmetrical with respect
to the test sequences, the same test sequence may be used twice by 'reversing'
the role of test driver and test responder.
A serious disadvantage of this approach is the impossibility of generating erroneous behaviour via the service provided by the reference implementation. It
is for example impossible to generate PDUs with encoding errors. Thus a lot of
important areas of the IUT cannot be tested this way !
The observation capabilities of this type of system are limited because the
service interface 'masks' many protocol-related events, e.g. the behaviour of
error recovery mechanisms will be totally invisible for a user of the service.
The amount of control that can be exercised is limited also, protocol specifications being normally non-deterministic; some protocol function may be
achieved in more than one way. The particular RI used in testing must make
definite choices. If definite choices are not made then control over the test
is lost. For example, if an invalid (N)-PDU is received, an implementation may
be permitted to either ignore it, respond with an "Error Detected"-PDU or release the (N-l) connection. Also the service provides no means to control the
operation of the mechanisms that map SDUs to PDUs (segmentation and blocking)
and the mechanisms that map PDUs to SDUs (concatenation).
Therefore, systems based on this method cannot be used for
testing.

full

conformance

Examples of test systems using this approach includethe recently announced
Interoperability Testing service instalIed at IBM La Gaude (France) and the test
system developed at Heijman & ~lichiels (The Netherlands). The IBM test service
allows for testing against the DTSS implementation of Transport and Session
Layer (section 1.2.5.2). The test facilities developed at H&M are also directed
towards the testing of transport and session layer services /Sche86/.
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Figure 18.

3.3.5

Reference testing: this figure shows the configuration for
testing against a reference implementation.

REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION PLUS EXCEPTION GENERATOR
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Reference Implementation plus Exception Generator.: this figure shows the configuration for testing against a reference
implementation with an additional exception generator.

As indicated in the previous section, a reference implementation cannot be used
to generate erroneous behaviour on purpose . The addition of an extra module
called exception generator (EG) that is placed in between the RI and the (N-1)
service provider and cooperates with the test driver, removes this limitation
(Figure 19).
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An Exception Generator provides functions that:

•
•
•

allow perturbation of the protocols implemented in the layers above the EG
in real time, i.e. modification of protocol data units and induction of new
protocol data units;
simulate provider initiated events of the underlying service on demand, for
example if the EG is placed on top of the network service it can be used
to simulate network initiated disconnect events on demand;
observe and log the stream of protocol data units, the EG has access to the
interface between the (N-l)-service provider and its user.

The Test Driver controls the operation of the Exception Generator, this makes
it difficult to realize some of the test sequences as they require complicated
interactions between the test driver, reference implementation and exception
generator.
The operational power of an exception generator must be applied carefully: the
RI and the IUT communicate via the (N)-protocol, this protocol determines the
allowable points in the system' s state space.
The operations of the error
generator may drive the IUT into a state that is not expected by the RI, which
results in unwanted 'translations' in state space.
Note that the exception generator is not necessarily placed below the reference
implementation. It mayalso be placed at the same level as the layer to be
tested. The PETRUS-teletex test system that is described in Appendix B uses this
approach.

3.3.6

ENCODER/DECODER BASED TEST SYSTEMS.

The addition of an error generator is one way to overcome the limitations of a
reference implementation.
An alternative approach to the construction of a
'lower tester' is to use an Encoder/Decoder (E/D), a tooI that supports an enhanced version of the reference service IRayn82/. The E/D provides:
•

•

extra (N)-protocol control service primitives to the test driver to allow
more precise specification of how a particular (N-l)-ASP is (or was) realized. For example an (N) -disconnect ASP could be realized by either the
transfer of an (N)-DISCDNNECT PDU, or by the release of the (N-I) connection. Therefore each E/D service primitive carries an additional "variant" parameter that describes certain aspects of its encoding on the
underlying service.
extra primitives to request the generation of certain types of error and
to indicate their occurrence.

Clearly, such an E/D is more complex than a (reference) implementation and it
is necessarily protocol dependent. Therefore the E/D approach is expensive,
given that a new E/D must be created for each layer.
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3.3.7

HIERARCHICAL ENCODER/DECODER

The Hierarchical Encoder/Decoder (HElD) was proposed in IPave851 as a new approach for the construction of 'lower testers'. The "classicaI" E/D discussed
in the previous section is usually designed top-down, i.e. the upper service
of the E/D is defined first to fulfill the test requirements.
As with any
top-down approach, changes to the test service specification become expensive
to implement.
The HElD is implemented bottom-up, starting at the (N-I) service. It is based
on a refined model of an (N)-entity. The normal model of an (N)-entity has been
described in section 1.2.1. The refined model is based on the notion that ASPs
are not atomie actions, in practice an ASP will represent a set of sequences
of real interactions. The interactions in a sequence corresponding to one ASP
could be interspersed with those in a sequence corresponding to another.
Instead of an ASP being the atomie event, three types of atomie events are defined:
•
•
•

ASP-herald (the ASP type and any control information). This may if the PDU
type permits, be followed by:
SDU-section(s)
SDU-Iast (the last in a sequence of sections comprising an SDU)

This not ion facilitates the development of the decoder.
If a mapping of the
events occuring at the (N-I) service boundary onto a data structure is defined,
the decoder may be regarded as a parser of the 'string' that results from this
mapping. The grammar that defines the operation of th is parser may be derived
from the protocol specification of the layer being tested.
Modern programming tools make it possible to derive the code for the parser from
the grammar description. Using this approach, the HElD may be adapted to the
protocol being tested by changing the grammar. In this way a very flexible test
tooI may be realized.

3.4

THE NBS TRANSPORT PROTOCOL TEST SYSTEM

The test system developed at the National Bureau of Standards in the USA is a
realization of the Reference Implementation I Exception Generator test method.
It is designed for testing protocols above layer 3; an implementation for
testing Transport Layer (Class 4) is available. About 40 percent of the code
of the reference implementation was derived automatically from a formal specification of the Class 4 Transport Protocol. In this case, the Exception Generator is placed in between the Network and Transport Layer.
The test driver and test responder are called local and remote scenario interpreters in th is system and are more or less identical.
No test management
protocol is used by the scenario interpreters and there is no master-slave relationship.
To realize a test sequence a pair of complementary scripts is
needed that is executed by the remote (client) and local (test center) scenario
interpreters. The absence of a test management protocol makes the test
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NBS Transport Protocol Test System

operator(s) responsib1e for the correct initia1 synchronization of the scenario
interpreters .
The scripts describe the tests as a series of service primitives at the upper
interface of the IUT and the RI. In addition the scripts at the 10ca1 scenario
interpreter contain statements that control the exception generator.
To test connection establishment, for examp1e, the test center scenario interpreter executes a CONNECT REQUEST primitive, the remote scenario interpreter
executes a CO~~CT INDICATION statement.
Inter-test synchronization is rea1ized manua11y using a te1ephone link between
the test center and the remote c1ient, i.e. two test operators have to synchronize their test by te1ephone from time to time.
Intra-test synchronization is achieved by carefu1 definition of the test scenarios.
Additiona1 information about th is test system is inc1uded in Appendix B.
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3.4.1

EVALUATION OF THE NBS TEST SYSTEM.

The NBS test system was used extensively during the preparation of two multivendor demonstration sessions: one at the 1984 National Computer Conference
(NCCI984), the other being the 1985 Autofact Demonstration. /Linn86/.
The major results were:

•
•
•
•

•
•

3.5

Even though a relatively small number of test scenarios was used, (141) a
number of implementation errors could be isolated and correct interworking
between the systems was finally achieved.
The strict sequential nature of the test scripts gives rise to a number of
practical problems; clearly a language that allows one to specify multiple
reactions to a single event is needed.
Some delay values in the test scenarios needed adjustment for particular
1UTs, a parameterized form of test scenarios could solve this problem.
The synchronization of the systems at the test center and the remote client
proved to be difficult in practice because of:
race conditions between computer systems with different CPU-power
the inability of the scenario interpreters to deal with unexpected
events (item 2 above), leading to a number of unnecessary test aborts.
to create some test situations a more direct control over the Network Service is needed, it is possible to solve this by extending the functionality
of the exception generator.
The scenario interpreter was successfully implemented on several client
systems. The scenario interpreter requires a filestore , and a real-time
clock for its operation, which complicates the testing of dedicated frontend facilities.

THE NPL NETWORK LAYER TEST SYSTEM.

The NPL Network layer test system is a realization of the Encoder/Decoder
method. Expressed in 1SO-terminology, the system implements a Distributed Single Layer Test Method.
1t is designed for assessment of the OS1 connectionoriented network service, when implemented by the X.25 convergence protocol.
1t uses a test management protocol called Test Driver Responder Protocol (TDRP)
to coordinate the operation of test driver and test responder. The TDRP is a
very simple protocol that is carried as data in (N)-PDUs.
The test responder is designed with portability in mind and makes minimal assumptions on the facilities provided by the system under test. For example it
is small and requires neither a filestore nor a real-time clock for its operation.
The test responder is implemented as a finite state automaton driven by
(N) -ASPs, the operation of this automaton being determined by state tables
'shipped' to it by the test driver using the TDRP. The test responder returns
the observed results, not in the form of complete logs but as a set of event
counts. 1t is therefore not necessary to connect an operator console to the test
responder.
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The TDRP relies on the IUT for its operat ion , it assumes that the IUT is capable
of correctly transferring data between the test driver and test responder.
Therefore the first tests are aimed at verifying the 'basic' data transfer capabilities of the IUT. jPave84j states: "Whilst such a system does assume that
the EUT is capable of basic (N)-data transfer, this reliance on very basic
primitive support has not been found to be a major problem. There is indeed very
little to be learned from testing an implementation which is not able to establish (N)-connections and carry out simple data transfer".

3.5.1

A COMPARISON OF THE NPL AND NBS TEST SYSTEMS.

In this section a comparison of the NCC and NBS test systems will be made. The
NBS test system is nearly symmetrie, the two scenario interpreters are more or
less identical. The NCC system may on the other hand be characterized as asymmetrie, the test driverjresponder relationship is strictly masterjslave as the
test driver dictates the behaviour of the IUT.
The NPL test driver and responder allow to specify alternatives in test descriptions, the NBS system only allows strict sequentialordering of events,
this eaus es problems if the IUT decides to behave in another (possibly legal)
way than the definer of the test script expected. If a protocol specification
allows for a set of reactions to an event, the test description should support
the entire set. Therefore, test description languages must support trees of
behaviour instead of plain linear sequences.
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3.6

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO SYNCHRONIZATION
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Synchronization using an extra (N-l)-connection

The NBS test system does not use a test management protocol, there is no information other than "test data" transferred via the (N)-connection.
The NPL system on the other hand uses the (N)-connection under test to transfer
synchronization information between the lower and upper tester.
In this case
the (N)-connection is used to pass synchronization and test data in separate
time-intervals (time division synchronization).
An alternative approach has been chosen with the BULL test system described in
Appendix B.l. This system us es an extra (N-l)-connection to transfer synchronization information. (independent synchronization).
An advantage of this
method is that synchronization information may be transferred any time and that
the upper tester may be very simple. The upper tester accepts encoded (N)service primitives via the extra connection and executes them at the upper
service interface of the IUT. Indication and confirm service primitives occurring at the upper service interface boundary are 'echoed' back to the lower
tester via the extra connection, possibly in an encoded form. Therefore the
upper tester will be very simple in this case. It is obvious that this approach
is only applicable if the required extra (N-l)-connection is available in the
system under test.

3.7

TEST EXECUTION AND CON TROL

Practical experience indicates that two types of us er interface must be implemented for a test system.
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The first is an interactive interface that gives the test operator control over
the system at a very low level. for example by letting him execute individual
service primitives and observe the reaction of the IUT.
Notice that the test operator needs to control and observe test events both in
the local and remote system. One way to achieve this is to use a terminal connected to the remote system via an extra communication channel (telephone-modem.
X. 29).
The other type of user interface for the test system is aimed at automating the
testing process which is particularly important for the purpose of regression
tests. Clearly this approach is only applicable if the test driver has sufficient control over the remote system to keep the test driver and test responder
synchronized.
Testing of protocol implementations is a time consuming process. a large number
of test cases must usually be run. A complete test of a transport layer using
the NBS test system lasts from 20 to 40 complete days.
Interoperability Testing using the IBM La Gaude Test service takes about the
same number of days.
Test experiences at the NCe indicate that the flexibility of a test system is
a key-factor to its success. In their opinion a test system should be adaptable
to 'correct' some types of error uncovered during the testing. Instead of letting the producer of the IUT correct the error. the test system will be changed
to undo the effect of the particular error. For example PDU-encoding errors
introduced by the IUT may be corrected by changing the decoding routines in the
test system.
Fixing an error in the IUT is usually a time consuming process;
the error must be isolated in the souree text. corrected. the souree text must
be recompiled and the new code version must be installed on the SUT.
Not all types of errors can be corrected using this approach and it will be clear
that the adapting of the test system must be done with care to avoid unwanted
side-effects. A re-test of the corrected IUT using an unmodified test driver
is therefore required afterwards.

3.8

TEST RESULT ANALYSIS

The execution of test sequences produces a lot of information in the form of
captured traces and logs that record the actions and interactions occurring at
several places in the test system.
For example the NBS test system produces:

•
•
•

•

a log of the events at the test remote and local scenario drivers.
a summary of the test execution. identifying the test case executed. time
and date. and whether the test was passed or failed.
a log of events occurring at the boundary between Transport and Network
layer.
a log of events at the X.25 subnetwork boundary
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The test driver itself is usually not capable of detecting and diagnosing all
error situations. In some cases (manual) inspection of the traces by
'protocol-experts' is required. Tools for the analysis of these traces may be
developed using rule-based systems fed with descriptions of the protocol-rules
and test case descriptions, thus reducing the amount of manual effort.

3.9

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

Apart from the fundamental problems associated with some of the test systems,
a number of practical problems occur: JPave84J
•

•

•

The way the service interface is realized varies considerably among different implementations. An upper tester is a user of this interface and
must therefore be adaptable to the characteristics of the service offered
by the IUT. Examples of problems related with the service interface inc1ude:
incomplete service implementation. The implementer may decide not to
implement the complete service, this makes test cases that require these
primitives useless. This limits the scope of testing.
polling of the service interface (checking whether an incoming service
primitive is available) is often impossible without actually committing
the upper tester to wait for an explicit occurrence of a service primitive.
A number of timing problems occur in practice, for example an implementation
may need some time to recover from a particular action. An example that
illustrates this problem is the time needed by an IUT to recover from a
disconnectj if a new connect request occurs at the IUT too soon, the IUT
may be unable to accept it.
Implementation of a test responder is in general hindered by a number of
machine specific (portability) problems.
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4.0

PROPOSAL FOR A TEST CENTER DESIGN.

This chapter describes the framework for a test center designed for testing
protocols in the layers 4 to 7 of the OSI reference model, using various realizations of the lower layer service. This does not imply that all protocols
in these layers can be tested using the same system, but the level of description is sufficiently high to hide most protocol specific details.
It is not a detailed implementation oriented description but it provides a
complete overview of the required components and some ideas on their realization.
As shown in Figure 22 on page 60 the test center consists of 4 major parts:
•
•
•
•

Test execution environment, the hardware and software used during the execution of the tests, this environment may contain several test stations.
Test development environment, the hardware and software tools that will be
used for the development and maintenance of the test station(s).
Facilities for physical and electrical measurement, these facilities are
included mainly for diagnostic purposes and are optional.
A supporting organization, to be discussed in section "Support Organization." on page 71

Testing of upper layer protocols using an external test method requires correct
functioning of the underlying service-provider, in this case the network-layer.
Various alternatives exist for checking this correctness:
•
•

provide a dedicated facility to test the service-provider.
have the lower layers tested at another center.

Note: In case the lower layers are WAN-based, testing of these layers has to
be carried out in proximity of the SUT, because connections below layer 3 are
'point-to-point' instead of 'end-to-end'. A 'portable' test tooI will be required to carry out these tests as transport of the system under test is sometimes impractical or even impossible.
Note: the test center design, including the terminology used to describe the
test center is based on the ISO-working document discussed in chapter 2.

4.1

TEST EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT.

Due to the time required for testing a single implementation, concurrent use
of the test center facilities by various 'clients' must be possible.
The test
stations.
user with
use of a
user.

execution environment therefore contains several independent test
A test station, which is a realization of a ~est sys~em, provides its
the means to perform a test session.
A test session is the actual
test station, for example the execution of a set of test cases by a
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Figure 22.

Test center architecture: This figure shows the major components of the test center. Note that two instances of the System Under Test are present, the SUT may be located either in
the test center or at a remote site, in the latter case all
communication takes is via a WAN (e.g. X.25 Network)

The possibility of simultaneous test sessions leads to some specific requirements for the test execution environment:
•
•

If the center supports simultaneous testing by several users, the results
obtained must be independent of the number of active users.
If the center supports simultaneous testing by several users, appropriate
measures to achieve isolation between the users must be taken.
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Test center design - mu1ti station approach: This picture
shows a possib1e mu1ti-user test environment based on 100se1ycoupled stations.

Another important argument in favour of isolation is that the users of the test
center faci1ities wi11 generally demand non-disc10sure of the intermediate test
resu1ts or other information re1ated to their product.
Therefore security measures must be taken to 'isolate' the users and to avoid
interference during test execution.
The required rea1-time behaviour of the test system mayalso be rea1ized more
easi1y if separate test stations are used.
If economica11y feasib1e the test center may host severa1 test machines, each
dedicated to a single user, resu1 ting in strict isolation between the test
sessions.
This solution has the disadvantage that no communication between the systems
is possib1e and that each system has to incorporate its own set of resources.
Coup1ing the test systems via a Loca1 Area Network seems to be an idea1 solution
to this iso1ation/communication prob1em.
Another advantage of this approach
is that it gives the possibi1ity to create dedicated test station(s), dedicated
deve10pment station(s) and dedicated data base stations.
The qua1ity of the
provided file transfer mechanism and the way the functions are distributed over
the stations have an important impact on the test system performance and its
ease of use. If, for examp1e, the entire co11ection of test cases and all test
resu1ts are stored on a single database station, many file transfers wi11 be
necessary during test execution.
Separation of the test execution environment from the test system deve10pment
environment prevents the disruption of test execution activities by I system
crashes I that are not unusua1 in a prototyping environment. (Note that the
converse is a1so the case !)
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Other advantages of the 'distributed' approach are the ease with which the
system can be extended and the possibility to dedicate a system for some specific purpose.

An alternative that has to be investigated is the realisation of a test station
based on a powerful portable computer; the capabilities and performance of recently announced workstations seem to be sufficient for the purpose of test
execution.

4.2

TEST SYSTEM DESIGN

4.2.1

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The complexity of the test system is high, therefore a modular design discipline
is necessary. The entire test system is decomposed into a set of individual
modules, each of which may in turn consist of (sub-)modules, and so on. This
technique is described in jWebe86j.
The following design steps may be identified:
1.
2.
3.

4.
S.

specify global functional requirements; in fact these requirements are
implicitely defined in the ISO documents, although some additions concerning practical issues are necessary.
identify the building blocks: MODULEs
specify requirements and interfaces of the MODULEs
specify submodules where required or useful
summarize suggestions and remarks
for the implementation of the
(sub-)MODULEs, and the 'underlying' hardware and software.

Only the first steps have been carried out in th is chapter.
Correctness of the test system is very important and should thus be given a lot
of attention. The system will be used to judge on the validity of the behaviour
of the IUT !
This advocates (demands) the use of a rigorous approach.
The selection of a suitable FDT is an important next step in the further development of the test center.
The design should result in a protocol independent framework to which the protocol dependent parts may be added in a later stage. One way to achieve this
protocol independence is the use of libraries which store the protocol dependent
information.
The additional requirements include:
•

•

The system should be based on the guidelines defined by the OSI working
group on conformance testing. jISOjTC97jSC21jWG1jN280j.
It should support at least one of the external test methods, (remote, distributed or
coordinated) and execution of standardized test suites must be possible.
The system should provide facilities for testing protocols in layer 4 and
above using test suites provided by ISO. In addition specific test cases
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•
•

•
•

designed at the test center, for example conformanee resolution tests must
be executable.
The system should be flexibile. It should be easy to adapt the system for
testing a particular IUT and to develop and implement special test cases.
The system should be designed and implemented in such a way that existing
building blocks and tools can be exploited for the realization of this
system. One way to facilitate this process is to use a standardized operating system with an appropriate set of tools.
The system should be designed (and implemented) with portability to other
machines in mind.
The system should be designed to minimize the need for operator intervention
during test execution. The entire test execution process (or as much of
it as practically feasible) should be automated.
In this way the testing
process will be easier to audit and re-testing will be facilitated.

Note: The System Under Test might 'crash' during the test execution, this
makes a fully automatic system difficult to real ize. Complete unattended
operation of the test system will therefore probably be impossible.
•
•
•
•

The system should be designed to minimize the time required for test execution without affecting the overall quality and reliability of the testing.
The test system should not be the cause of non-repeatable test outcome.
The test system should be robust, e.g. a crash of the entity under test
should not result in a 'hang-up' of the entire test system.
The test system should provide facilities that assist diagnosis of errors
occurring during test execution.

4.3

TEST SYSTEM MODULES

The entire test system is divided into a set of cooperating modules.
these modules will be described in a subsequent section.

4.3.1

Each of

MODULE TEST SYSTEM SUPERVISOR

This module is responsible for the state of the entire test system.
lts
behaviour can be controlled via a set of configuration parameters. It provides
the following functions:

•
•
•
•

•

System initialization
Resource management
Error handling plus error recovery
Interpretation
and
execution
of
commands
originating
from
File- Command- Interface or the UserCommand
Interface
The
command
set
to be defined, it should at least support the following operations:
starting/aborting test execution
controlling trace facilities
queries on the reports and results database
modification of the test station configuration parameters
Complete description of the test system details, version numbers etc.
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4.3.2

MODULE TEST SUITE MANAGER

This module is responsible for the management of the database containing the
test suite. It is the only module that has direct access to the test suite.
It provides the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•

Selection and retrieval of test cases
Importing and or exporting test suite descriptions in a commonly agreed
format to facilitate the porting of test suites developed at other sites.
Updating the test suite (e.g. because of corrections or extensions).
Addition of user defined tests (conformance resolution tests)
Maintenance of additional information to guide and or facilitate the test
case selection process (attributes).

The precise definition of the format that will be used to store the information
in this database is for further study. At this level of specification it is for
example not clear whether the test cases will be stored in their original text
format, or in an executable form.
This decision wil! be influenced by the
characteristics of the module Test_Case_Translator and the storage requirements
of the different representations. If the translation process takes much time
to complete (compared to the time needed for execution) storing of an executable
form will be the preferred alternative.
However, it is expected that during
the translation process some information from the PICS/PITS must be included
into the executable description and references to other test cases must be resolved. In this case the textual format will be the preferred alternative.
t

This requirements conflict may be solved by the introduction of a test suite
preparation phase during which an executable form of the entire test suite
matched to the specific IUT is produced and stored in the database.
It may be possible to implement this module using an existing database management system.

4.3.3

MODULE TEST CASE TRANSLATOR

This module converts a test case from its 'textual' representation into an executable format that can be used by the module Lower Tester.
The source language wil! be referred to as STL (Source Test Language), ETL
(Executable Test Language) is the target language that is executed (interpreted)
by the Lower_Tester.
TTCN is the language proposed by ISO as a notation for the description of test
suites. TTCN is an informal specification technique, a formal definition of
its syntax and semantics is not available, this prevents the development of the
Test_Case_Translator as a TTCN-compiler.
Two alternatives must therefore be
examined, the first is whether it is possible to define a translation/mapping
from TTCN into a formally defined language, this may be a difficult exercise.
The second alternative is to define a dedicated language for the description
of test cases and to manually trans late the TICN descriptions to the new notation.
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To achieve the required protocol independence a library of PDUs and ASPs may
be used to store all the protocol dependent information.
lf a TTCN like language is used for the definition of test cases then several
activities must be performed during the trans lat ion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Syntax checking/ error handling
Processing the PDU and ASP declarations
Resolution of internal references A statement in a test case may refer to
a label in the same test case
Resolution of external references.
A statement in a test case may refer
to a label in another test case, the resolution of these references being
one of the tasks of the translator.
Processing of PDUs described in ASN.l
ASP mapping
Translation of the behaviour description into an executable form, for example a data structure that serves as the input of a FSM.
Addition of means to realize the synchronization requirements expressed in
the test cases. This will be very difficult to achieve.
Addition of implementation dependent information from PICS/PITS

The development of this module together with an appropriate description language
clearly is a non-trivial task.

4.3.4

MODULE TEST CASE SELECTOR

This module provides functions to decide whether the execution of a specific
test case (subgroup, group) is possible for some lUT, based on the information
available from the test suite database, the PICS and the PITS.
This task may be difficult to automate entirely. Various implementation alternatives of different complexity exist e.g. the module may be realized using an
extensive rule-based system or as a set of lookup routines operating on a manually constructed list which may be a component of the PITS. In the former case
the test suite database must contain additional information serving as input
for the decision rules.

4.3.5

MODULE TEST LIST EXECUTOR

The functions provided by this module are used for automating the execution of
a set of test cases. lt acts as an interpreter of a Test Flow Language (TFL)
that supports result driven test execution. The TFL is a simple language that
should provide constructions (statements) for:
•
•
•
•

sequential execution of test cases
conditional execution of test cases based on results of the execution of
previous test cases
repeated execution of test cases
forcing delay times between the execution of the TFL statements to guarantee
a large enough intertest quie~cent time.
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4.3.6

MODULE IUT INFO MANAGER

The IUT_Info_Manager acts as a data management module for a (small) database
that stores the information in the PICS and PITS provided with the IUT.
The
information should be stored in such a way that the individual items in the PICS
and PITS may be retrieved easily.
The information in the PI CS and PITS is needed by several other modules, in
particular
the
Test_ease_Translator,
the
Test Case Selector
and
the
Test_Report_Generator.
This module may be realized using an existing database system, however the
amount of information is small and only a limited number of operations is required.

4.3.7

MODULE TEST OUTCOME MANAGER

All information produced during the execution of a test will be collected in a
number of traces and logs. The Test_Outcome_Manager is responsible for maintaining a database which stores the complete test history of a particular IUT.
The information stored in this database is needed for the generation of test
reports and diagnosis of problems.
The precise organization and layout of this database is an item for further
study.

4.3.8

MODULE TEST REPORT GENERATOR

This module generates reports based on the test history, the PICS and the test
results as stored in the Test Outcome database.

4.3.9

MODULE LOWER TESTER

This module executes a single test case, collects the test outcome and determines the test result. It may be regarded as the heart of the test system. The
design of th is module is based on the ideas published in /Pave85/. The MODULE
is divided in five submodules:

•
•

Service_Interface_Adapter:
this module translates (maps) the service
events that occur at the interface with the MODULE Lower_Layers to a data
structure that serves as the input of the PDU_Extractor. The module also
creates a trace of all the events that occur at the interface boundary.
PDU Extractor: this module extracts the individual PDUs from the data
structures passed to this module by the Service Interface Adapter.
The
extracted PDUs will be passed onto the TMP Handier.
-
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•
•
•

SDU Constructor : this module constructs (N-I) -SDUs from a sequence of
(N) -PDUs.
Test Management Protocol Hand1er: this module interprets the test management protocol data units and performs the requested operations.
Executab1e_Test_Language_Interpreter: this module interprets the ETL code
that defines the operation of the Lower Tester.

4.3.10

MODULE UPPER TESTER

This module provides control and observation over the upper service interface
of the EUT. Because it has to be imp1emented on the System Under Test, a
trade-off between functiona1 comp1exity and imp1ementation effort is required.
The Upper_Tester may make on1y minimal assumptions about the capabi1ities of
the SUT.
The Upper_Tester may be convenient1y subdivided in:

•
•
•

MODULE Service_Interface_Adapter, this module maps the incoming events onto
a data structure that can be hand led by the module TMP_Hand1er.
MODULE Test_Management_Protoco1_Hand1er, executes the protocol
Upper Tester Kernel: gathering of resu1ts (checking, 10gging, counting)

Issue: a crash of the EUT resu1ts in a 10ss of communication with the Upper
Tester module, the Upper Tester has to be ab1e to detect this and must be ab1e
to get into a stab1e initia1 state again.

4.3.11

MODULE UPPER TESTER CHECKER

This module is used to facilitate the imp1ementation and debugging of the
Upper_Tester. It may be used to test the Upper_Tester when installed on the
system under test. It shou1d be very simp1e because it must, 1ike the
Upper_Tester module, be imp1emented on the system under test.

4.3.12

MODULE LOWER LAYERS

This module must provide the communication service required by the Lower_Tester
module. It must be complete, correct, and match the requirements imposed by
the protocol under test and the Lower Tester .
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4.3.13

SUBMODULES for the Lower Tester:

MODULE USER CMD INTERFACE

This module provides the test operator with an interactive interface to control
the entire test system and to monitor the activities that occur at various
modules during the test system.
The User_Cmd_Interface shou1d provide a faci1ity to record the dialog which ccurs between the test operator and the test
system. This faci1ity wi11 de1iver va1uab1e information and it wi11 a1so a110w
the easy creation of the the command files that can be interpreted by the
File Cmd Interface which is described in the next section.

4.3.14

MODULE FILE CMD INTERFACE

This
module
interprets
the
command
files
created
by
the
User Cmd Interface. It faci1itates re-testing and regression testing.

4.3.15

MODULE TRACE ANALYZER

This module wi11 be used to check the va1idity of the observed
behaviour and to assist with the diagnosis of error si~uations.

•
•

module

communica~ion

ana1yze correctness of captured traces
detect and diagnose protocol errors
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Figure 25.
•

•

SUBMODULES for the Upper_Tester.

It should be investigated whether it is possible to derive this module (or
part of it) from a formal description of the related protocol, possibly
using additional information from the PICS and PITS. If possible this will
result in a module that can be adapted to various protocols (and IUTs)
without much effort.
option: elementary performance measures, these can be derived if the events
are time-stamped.

Note:

the Trace_Analyzer wil I normally operate off-line, i.e. the module inspects the stored traces. Another intriguing idea is to implement a real-time
vers ion of the system that checks the observable behaviour of the SUT on the
fly.

I
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Figure 26.

SUBMODULES for the Trace_Analyzer

The following submodules can be identified:

•
•

Translator: this submodule translates the lraw l traces as stored in the test
outcome to the input format of the filter submodule.
Filter: a trace may contain more information than needed by the checker,
th is module extracts the required information according to the filter parameters. A trace may, for example, contain PDUs that belong to several
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•

•

connections, the filter may be used to select the PDUs that belong to a
single connection.
Checker: this submodule constitutes the heart of the Trace_Analyzer. The
realization of this submodule should be based on a formal description of
the protocol, possibly adding information from the PICS and PITS. This
module should detect syntax violations (PDU encoding rules), protocol violations and violations against the timing rules.
Output_Formatter: which produces a readable trace of the checking activities.

4.3.16

MODULE TRAFFIC GENERATOR

This module provides facilities for generating artificial traffic.
The major reasons for its presence of this module are:
•
•
•

The resul t of the execution of a test case should be independent of the
traffic load. Use of a traffic generator will show violations of this rule.
Some protocol functions can only be exercised if a certain load on the
underlaying network can be realized, e.g. flow control functions.
The module may be used to assist with some elementary performance measurements. Although performance testing is not related to conformance testing,
the user of a (conformance) test center will in general be interested in
the performance of his implementation.

The realization of this module is highly dependent on the protocol to be tested
and the implementation of the lower layers.

4.3.17

MODULE ACCOUNTING MANAGER

This module collects info on resource usage during the testing, for instance
CPU-time, Connection time, background storage usage, printouts.
A tariffing system must be defined, the Accounting_Manager must collect the
necessary information.
Use existing operating system facilities if possible.

4.4

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS SUPPORT.

No electrical measurement support is needed if the SUl is connected to the test
system via a WAN.
If the SUT is connected via a LAN, some electrical measurement facilities may
be necessary to diagnose initial interworking problems. The details are highly
dependent on the particular LAN used, examples of tools that may be used:
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•
•
•
•

Protocol Analyzer
Waveform Analyzers
SIN ratio
Interference etc

These components are not really essential for the operation of the test system
but are useful for debugging purposes. All electrical measurement tools are
therefore optional.

4.5

TEST DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT MODULES.

The test development environment provides:
•
•
•

Test Suite/ Test Case development and implementation support
An appropriate software development environment.
The implementation of a
test system is a complex software engeneering job that requires good program
and documentation development support.
Support for the development and use of FDT tools: editors, simulators, etc

Practical experience with other test systems indicate that the development and
implementation time of such a system with its tools lies between 5 and 30 man
year, depending on the protocols involved.
The development of such a system
is in fact an ongoing process, from time to time refinements and improvements
will be required. The UNIX(tm) operating system is widely used as a basis for
the development of test systems.

4.6

SUPPORT ORGANIZATION.

The complete description of the required support organization is beyond to scope
of this report. However, a short list of relevant issues is included below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personnel: skill inventory (Programming, FDTs, OSI-Standards)
Operating Instructions: manuals that describe test procedures, rules for
operating the test systems etc.
Administrative support: register of clients, reports, scheduling of the
system usage, billing, etcetera
Rules for 'Client Interaction': legal procedures.
Guidance for clients: requirements for the EVT, preparation for testi ng
Building
Financing
Legal aspects
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file~database

Test system modules: This figure shows the modules of the
test system; the inter-relationship between the modules is not
shown.
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5.0

ACTlVITIES AND TRENDS IN CONFORMANCE TESTING

This chapter is inc1uded to give the reader a quick overview of the work re1ated
to conformance testing carried by various organizations and at various institutes. Deve10ping a conformance test system is an activity that requires large
amounts of resources. This fact, together with the 'open' nature of OSI, led
to severa1 nationa1 and international initiatives for cooperation.
In Europe the EEC started coordinating the deve10pment of test centers (test
services). This work is described in section 5.3.

Note:

5.1

the information in this chapter describes the status of mid 1986.

ISO/CCITT ACTlVITIES

Within the International Standards Organization the fo11owing activities
1ated to conformance testing are being performed:
•

re-

ISOjTC97jSC21
Project 97.21.23 - Methodo1ogy and Framework for Conformance Testing
The further deve10pment and maintenance of the work discussed in chapter
2 of this report.
Forma1 Description Techniques and conformance testing, covers both
LOTOS and ESTELLE.
Deve10pment of a Session test suite started in May 1986.
Upper 1ayer conformance issues. jISOjTC97jSC21jN1259j discusses aspects
re1ated to conformance for upper 1ayer protoco1s.

•

ISOjTC97jSC6
X.25 DTE Conformance Testing jISOjDP8882j. Deve10pment of a test suite
for X.25 DTE systems.
Deve10pment of a transport test suite started October 1985

•

CCIIT
Study
Study
Study
X.400

5.2

Group VII - Q47 jISO/TC97jSC21jN1071j
Group VIII ITCRB- Te1etex Testing Common Reference Base.
Group X
MHS Ad hoc Conformance Group initiated in January 1986

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTlVITIES

In this section the major research and deve10pment centers that regu1ar1y pub1ish resu1ts on work re1ated to conformance testing are listed.
•

Canada
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University of Ottawa and Montreal. Use of PROLOG for specification,
analysis and testing of protocols.
•

West Germany
Geselschaft fuer Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung (GMD).
PROSIT
project, covers specification, implementation and testing of OSI protocols.
Han Meitner Institut. Use of LOTOS for OSI testing.

•

The Netherlands
Twente University of Technology - LOTOS and Conformance Testing
PTT Dr Neher Lab - IMPLOSIE project, conformance testing

•

France
RHIN project- development of test methods and tools.
Agence d'Informatique - no detailed information available.
University Bordeaux - development of test tools and software

•

United Kingdom
National Computing Center (NCC). Development and exploitation of conformance testing systems for Network, Transport and Session layer.
National Physical Laboratory (NPL). Development of a test system for
FTAM, development of tools for computer assisted test suite design.
Editorial work for the conformance testing work group.
The Networking Center (TNC). Development of a test system for lower
layers via CSMAjCD LAN.

•

USA
National Bureau of Standards (NBS): research and development related
to conformance testing and (ESTELLE) tools.
ITI : testing of MAP products

There is a lot of cooperation between the various institutes.

5.3

EEC ACTlVITIES - FUNCTIONAL STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATION

The political aspects of OSI are becoming more and more important. OSI has an
international dimension, and as such could be the subject of political manipulat ion. It can be used to open up markets or as a tooI for protectionism. This
is all related to the question of whether or not some form of certification
structure is required for OSI-products.
Within the EEC, initiatives in this direction are being discussed for a wide
range of information technology (IT) products with OSI being just one element
of that range, other examples include compilers for the programming languages
PASCAL, FORTRAN and COBOL.
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During the past few years, it became clearer and clearer that Information
Technology was going to be a key factor in the development of the European
Economic Community, and that the problem could no longer be tackled by the individual European nations.
Further development of Information Technology should, according to the EEC, be
based on a voluntary standardization process with four major objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

helping to establish a genuine Community information technology and telecommunications market.
improving conditions of competition.
improving the efficiency of information exchanges in the Community
taking user requirements into account

To realize these objectives a European policy for IT standardization was initiated in June 1984. The IT Steering Committee (lTSTC) is responsible for carrying out this policy. It cooperates with several other groups. (Figure 28 on
page 76)

5.3.1

FUNCTIONAL STANDARDIZATION

The European IT standardization program is set up as a set of linked elements:
•
•
•

the choice of reference international standards corresponding to the needs
expressed.
the polishing of standards to make them directly usabie or the developrnent
of functional standards to provide services based on the chaining of several
reference standards
conformance testing without which applications would inevitably differ.

In order to implement this harmonization policy, a joint association was set
up between CEN, CENELEC and CEPT. (CEN/CENELEC/CEPT)
The OSI standards currently published by ISO and CCITT emphasize the generality
of layer standards which are able to support a variety of functions and network
configurations. Depending on the actual configuration used and the application
supported, specific options and parameter va lues have to be chosen within each
layer of the OSI Reference Model. Different users and different suppliers will
tend to make different choices, resulting in an anarchy of systems that may not
be able to interwork.
The concept of functional standards has been introduced for the OSI environment
to control this aspect of applying standards to products.
A functional standard specifies the application of one or more OSI standards
in support of a specific requirement for communication between computer systems.
Note that a functional standard does not alter the standard(s) to which it refers. /MIT 01/
As far as OSI end systems
are defined: Application
tions (T-functions). The
in layers 5 through 7 for
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Figure 28.

IT steering committee structure: The picture shows the relationship between the various parties involved with European
IT standardization.

cise usage of OSI standards in layers 1 through 4 for a given networking configuration.
Around mid 1986 an initial set of functional standards was completed covering:
•

(A)-Functions
Document transfer via Teletex
Access to public message handling service
Access to private message handling service
File Transfer

•

(T)-Functions
Transport over an X.25 Public Packet Switching Data Network
Transoprt over an X.21 Public Circuit Switching Data Network
Transport over a Local Area Network

A program has been set up to cover additional functions progressively.
02/

5.3.2

/BIT

HARMON IZING OSI CONFORMANCE TESTING SERVICES

To ensure harmonized application of the functional standards, realization of
conformance testing services is a necessity.
Moreover, it is essential that
the various conformance test services instalied in different countries be con-
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sistent with each other , i. e. conduct equivalent tests providing equivalent
results on identical products.
To this effect, the Commission of the European Community has launched at the
beginning of 1986, a set of contracts for development and installation of
harmonized OSI conformanee testing services.
In parallel with this technical program, the procedure for certification and
mutual recognition of certificates are being discussed at European level with
the objective of setting up rapidly a European certification scheme. /~IIT 03/
The OSI Conformanee Testing Services program was divided in two parts:
•
•

WAN-CTS for the testing of both (A)-Functions and (T)-Functions over Wide
Area Networks.
LAN-CTS for the testing of (T)-Functions over Local Area Networks.

5.3.3

WAN CTS-PROJECT

The main contractors involved in the WAN-CTS project are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

British Telecom (BT) in the UK
Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications (CNET) France
Centre Studi e Laboratori Telecommunicazioni (CSELT) Italy
Fernmelde Technisches Zentralahmt (FTZ) W.Germany
National Computing Center (NCC) UK
Communication Laboratory Post og Telegrafvaesenet (PTT) Danmark
Compania Telefonica Nacional Espana (CTNE) Spain

The WAN-CTS program also involves a number of subcontractors from research and
industry, for example the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the UK.
The WAN-CTS project is divided into six technical areas:
•
•
•
•

Methodology, the ISO conformanee testing methodology and framework
adopted.
Networks, covers tests for layers 1-3
Transport and Session
Teletex

•

MHS

•

FTAM

is

A testing service is characterized by the protocol-layers it covers, the lower
layers needed to access the test service and whether access to internal layer
boundaries in the product under test is needed.
The precise definition of the test services to be offered is still under discussion. However, Figure 29 on page 78 gives an indication of the test service
structure currently envisaged.
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5.3.4

Protocol layers to be tested in the product under test
Upper and Lower Services in the product
Upper Tester

OSI test service structure: This figure shows the structure
of the test services envisaged by the IT certification committee.

LAN-CTS PROJECT

The LAN-CTS project involves 2 contractors , EOSYS (UK) and KEHA (NL).
EOSYS
intends to have an initial test service available by the end of 1986. The service will cover the testing of:

•
•
•

CSMA/CD transceivers
Logical Link Control 1 over CSMA/CD
Transport Class 4 over null layer 3, LLC1 and CSMA/CD

The KEMA will offer an identical service.
TNC also plans to cover Token-ring and Token-bus techniques for medium access,
giving them the ability to test produets conforming to MAP.

5.3.5

CERTIFICATION OF IT-PRODUCTS

Testing and certification of conformity to standards is never a goal in itself,
but rather a means by which buyers are protected against the risk of, for instance:
•
•
•
•

unsafe products;
inability to function in connection with other products;
insufficient durability;
other incorrect functional characteristics.
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In the Information Technology field the main driving force behind a need for
testing and certification will be the wish of the consumer to be protected
against the inability of one product to function in connection with other products.
Completely independent certification of IT products for each of the European
countries is unacceptable as this results in unnecessary duplication of work
and prevention of the establishment of a truly open European IT market .
European IT-certification will therefore require mutual recognition of national
certification activities. /Wiec85/ This recognition may only be achieved by:
•
•
•

establishment of generally accepted standards and test specifications;
mutual confidence amongst the institutes involved in testing and evaluation
of test results;
proper formal procedures.

The EEC is creating a framework for the certification of IT produets based on
the test results obtained at the test services described in the previous section.

5.4

STANDAROS PROMOTION AND APPLICATION GROUP (SPAG) .

SPAG, Standards Promotion and Application Group, is a cooperation of 12 European
computer firms (AEG, Bull, CGE, GEC, ICL, Nixdorf, Olivetti, Philips, Plessey,
Siemens, Stet, Thomson). lts main objectives are:
•
•
•
•
•

a functional selection of standards and options (functional standardization) ,
implementation of functional standards,
organization of demonstration projects,
conformance testing,
multi-vendor testing.

SPAG opened a test center in the beginning of October 1986. It is located in
Brussel.

5.5

UK CONSORTIUM

The UK consortium was founded in 1985 with the expres objective of developing
conformance test suites for OSI protocols, delivering these to Consortium members, and helping NCC to make a commercial business out of an OSI testing service.
The members are British Telecom, DEC, ICL, IBM UK, NPL and NCC. Each pays 25k
pounds sterling per annum to be in the Consortium, and then either supplies a
secondee to the project, or else pay a further 25 k.
In return the members get two seats on the Consortium Project Control Committee,
so that they can influence day-to-day poliey, and ~ill receive deliverables in
the form of actual test suites for private use.
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At present work is done on Transport Classes 0.2.3 and 4 (this is nearly complete). Session (will be ready in 1987). FTAM and MHS. The tests and the test
environments under which they run are developed using the principles in the ISO
OSI Conformanee testing standard.

5.6

OSINET

The purpose of OSINET jBlan86bj. a cooperation initiated by NBS and in which
15 corporations participate. is
•
•
•

to facilitate the cooperative development of OSI test methods.
to test vendor implementations as a means of verifying those methods.
to support multi-vendor testing so that vendors can test their implementations against each other.

OSINET may therefore be regarded as an US-vers ion of the UK Consortium.

5.7

TRENDS

•

Functional
ardization
functional
reduce the

standardization. various efforts related with functional standhave been discussed in the previous sections. Conformanee to a
standard. as opposed to conformanee to an ISO standard. will
number of interworking problems.

•

UNIX is by far the most employed operating system as a basis for the realization of test systems. Various reasons account for this success:
The widespread acceptance of UNIX in the academie and industrial research world.
The availability of tools that support the development and maintenance
of large programs. in particular the souree code control system. (SCCS)
The availability of compilers variety of high-level programming languages like PASCAL. C.
The availability of tools that provide facilities for generating lexical scanners. and parsers (lex. yacc)

•

Accreditation of in house test systems: some of the very large computer
manufacturers have implemented or are implementing their own test systems.

•

The interest in formal description techniques is growing and the tools for
the manipulation of formal descriptions are slowly becoming available.
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6.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conformance testing is a complex subject, studying its theory requires detailed
knowledge from a variety of specialists' fields like:

•
•
•

protocol engineering;
the relevant OSI concepts and standards;
forma 1 description techniques.

Conformance testing in practice is hindered by the distributed nature of the
testing activities and the heterogeneity of the systems to be tested. Existing
test systems try to overcome these problems using a variety of techniques.
However, none of these techniques provides an ideal solution, although progress
in this area is fast.
The importance of, and interest in formal description techniques (FDTs) for OSI
is growing. In particular testing will benefit from the application of these
techniques as forma 1 descriptions of protocols and services provide the tester
with a solid basis. FDTs also provide the tester with means for generat ion ,
description and verification of test cases. The abstractness and complexity
of OSI makes the development of a suitable FDT and implementation of derived
tools a tremendous task.
The International Standards Organization is developing a methodology and
framework for conformance testing of OSI systems. When finished, this standard
will lead the way to the product ion of standard conformance test suites for OSI
protocols and to the harmonization of testing activities carried out by different test centers, suppliers and users.
Harmonization of testing activities is also one of the objectives of the
EEC-CEN/CENELEC/CEPT initiative. A long-term objective of the EEC is certification of OSI products based on conformance testing activities carried out by
accredited test agencies.
A high level modular description of a test system together with a test environment was created. This description could serve as a starting point for further development of a test center. The design is based on the ISO methodology
and practical experiences with first generation test systems.
Thorough testing of OSI products is a tremendous task that is weIl beyond the
scope of most users of OSI. In terms of the investment required to achieve it,
both in technical effort and financial resources, it is also currently beyond
the scope of all but the largest suppliers.
Taking into account the various international activities and the large amount
of resources required, a new uncoordinated initiative directed towards establishing an independent test center for OSI-products is not desirabIe.
A lack
of local practical experience and available skill in this area is a further
problem.
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

TERM
ASN.l
ASP

DESCRIPTION
Abstract Syntax Notation 1
Abstract Service Primitive
An implementation independent description of an interaction between a service-user and a serviceprovider.
CASE
Common Application Service Elements
Committee Consultative Internationale des Telegraphes et Telephones
CCITI
CEN
European Committee for Standardization
CENELEC
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization
CEPT
Conference Europeenne des administrations des Postes et Telecommunicat ion
COS
Corporation for Open Systems (USA)
DIS
Draft International Standard (ISO)
Draft Proposal (ISO)
DP
ECMA
European Computer Manufacturer Association
Encoder/Decoder
E/D
Extended Finite State Machine
EFSM
Hierarchical Encoder/Decoder
HE/D
ISO
International Standards Organization
IT
Information Technology
FAPL
Format and Protocol Language (IBM)
FDT
Formal Description Technique
FSM
Finite State Machine
File Transfer, Access and Management (ISO)
FTAM
International Telecommunications Union
lTU
IUT
Implementation Under Test: The part of an open system which is to be
studied by testing. It should be an implementation of one or more
adjacent layer protocols.
LT
Lower Tester
MAP (USA) Manufacturing Automation Protocols
MHS
Message Handling System (X.400)
Nederlands Normalisatie Instituut.
NNI
OSI
Open Systems Interconnection /IS07498/
OSNS
Open Systems Network Support
OTSS
Open Systems Transport and Session support.
PICS
Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement
Protocol Implementation Test Statement
PITS
PDU
Protocol Data Unit IIS074981
RI
Reference Implementation
SAP
Service Access Point
SASE
Specific Application Service Element
SDU
Service Data Unit
SNA
Systems Network Architecture
SUT
System Under Test: The realopen system in which the IUT resides.
TCP
Test Coordination Procedures
Test Driver
TD
TMP
Test Management Protocol
TOP
Technical Office Protocols (USA)
Transport Protocol Data Unit
TPDU
Tree and Tabular Combined Notation
TICN
UT
Upper Tester
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B.l

TEST SYSTEM OVERVIEW - BULL STP

System Id - BULL STP

= System

for Testing Protocol implementations (France)

Status - prototype implementation
Date - started 1984, expected finishing time 1986, status of May 1985
Source/Creater Groupe Bull - Direction Technique
Bull Transac BP 92 - 91301 Massy, France
Availability/Kind research project in cooperation with University of Bordeaux, testing of BULL
OSI-implementations.
Capabilities - Future : test layers 4, 5, 6; Proto : transport layer
Test method - STP uses a distributed test method called the astride
technique. The lower tester is implemented as an (N-1)-service-user , the upper
tester requires access to both the (N)-service-interface of the EUT and to the
(N-1)-service provided by the SUT.

TEST CEt..'TER

SYSTEM UNDER TEST
Astride Responder
(UT)
I

I
TestSystem
I
(LT)
I
(N)-EUT
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
r------ll I t------11 I
I I t-I-----tl I t-I- - - ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(N-1)-Service-Provider
I
I

Figure 30.

I

Test system architecture - BULL STP:
tocol implementations

System for Testing Pro-

This method requires that the (N-1)-service can be accessed directly by an entity residing in layer (N+1) (!!!) and that the (X-1)-entity supports two simultaneous connections. This conflicts with the architecture presented in the
OSI/RH, where layers communicate with adirectly adjacent layers only.
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The Upper Tester can be very simple because this configuration requires no
protocol between UT and LT. Another advantage of this setup is the possibility
of bidirectional testing.
Test suite - Testcases (scenarios) are described using a graph notation. then
translated into a language called LTP (Language for Testing Protocols) which
is based on SDL. /Rafi85/ shows examples of both notations.
Test execution/control - Interactive interface in use. automatic interface under
development.
Testresults - traces. see /Rafi85/ for an example
Implementation details - prototype

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bull Questar 400 hardware
UNIX Operating System
Programming in C. (LEX. YACC)
Implementation of encoding/decoding by means of compiler techniques
Database of PDU/SDU structures
Testing via X.25 (TRANSPAC)

Experiences - testing of Transport (Class 0.2.3.4) via TRANSPAC (X.25)
Improvements - automatic interface. testcase derivations
Remarks - estimated implementation effort 10 manyear (2 year

*

5).

References /Rafi85/ O.Rafiq. R.Castanet. C. Chraibi. J.P. Goursaud. J. Haddad. X. Perdu
Towards an environment for testing OSI-protocols
Proceedings of IFIP WG6.1 fifth workshop on protocol specification. testing and
verification.
Toulouse 1985
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B.2

TEST SYSTEM OVERVIEW - NBS ICST PROTOCOL TEST SYSTEM.

System Id - Nationa1 Bureau of Standards - ICST Protocol Test system.
(ICST=Institute for Computer Science and Techno10gy.)
Status - Deve10pment started 1982, one of the first OSI test systems.
Date - Based on pub1ications from 1983-86
Source/Creator - NBS ICST
Availability/Kind - public domain ?
Capabilities - Transport 1ayer c1ass 4, architecture can be used for testing
protocols in 1ayers 4-7.
Test method - distributed test system.
subsystems:

•
•

•

The 10wer tester consists of th ree

a reference imp1ementation for the protocol to be tested «N)-REF))
an exeption generator (EX-GEN) that is used for:
simu1ation of network errors
perturbation of the protocol in rea1 time, by editing PDU's
10gging of PDU-exchanges at the interface between Network- and Transport 1ayer.
a scenario interpreter (SC-INT)

The upper tester consists of a scenario interpreter similar to the one in the
10wer tester.
There is no synchronisation between the upper and the 10wer
tester, both scenar io interpreters proceed asynchronous 1y .
Synchronis at ion
during test sequence provided by.carefu1 construction of the sequences, initial
synchronisation via externa1 link (te1ephone).
SUT-requirements - The scenario interpreter requires access to the transport
1ayer service interface. filestore required.
Test suite - Experiments with automatic test sequence generation, see /Mil183/
Tests are described in a special test 1anguage, which inc1udes statements for
manipulating the EG. Programming the EG is difficu1t, it gives rise to rather
complex testscenarios . For testing Transport Class 4, NBS uses a set of 421
scenarios, 60 of them were se1ected from a larger number of automatically generated scenarios, the rest were generated by hand.
The fo110~ing table shows
the catagories of scenarios and the number of scenarios in each of them.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

va1id sequences of service primitives (64)
inva1id sequences of service primitives (42)
parameter variations (47)
inva1id sequences of PDUs (76)
parameter variations on PDUs (76)
protocol mechanism specific tests (25)
automatica11y generated tests (60)

Test execution/control - Testing proceeds in severa1 stages: connection establishment and release, simplex data transfer, duplex data transfer, expedited
data transfers, behaviour of IUT in case of ~rotoco1 violations, coding errors
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TEST CENTER

SYSTEM UNDER TEST
I

(LT)
SC-INT

(N)-REF

EX-GEN

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

I

SC-INT (UT) I
I

(N)-EUT

(N-1)-Service-Provider

Figure 31.

Test system architecture - NBS ICST protocol testsystem: System for testing transport protocol imp1ementations- NBS (USA)

etc. Testing concludes with the execution of the automatically generated scenarios.
Test results Kind of errors detected /Linn84/:

•
•
•
•
•
•

protocol violations - illegal or wrong state transitions
PDU encoding/decoding
parameter ranges - failure to detect range violations.
missing parameters and fields
checksum calculation
buffer starvation

During the testing several errors were found in the RI !
Implementation details - Part of the reference implementation is generated automatically from a formal description of the protocol (about 40% for Transport
Class 4).
The Reference Implementation is coded in the programming 1anguage
C.
Other tools implemented by the NBS are a specification compiler, an FSM
analyser, a performance monitor, a scenario generator and a PDD log-analyser.
NBS included a facility for 'local loop-back' at several levels into the test
system, this proved to be very useful during the development of the system.
Experiences Preparation for

National

Computer
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1984

demonstration
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Transport Class4 over Network
bus).: Autofact 1985 /Blan86/

IEEE 802.3

(CSMA/CD)

and IEEE 802.4

(token

Improvements -

•
•
•
•

Synchronization between UT and LT must be improved.
Scenarios should be split into an implementation independent part and an
an implementation dependent part (eg specifying timing values)
The SI should provide means to express and handle possible alternative
actions by the SUT.
Implementation of the SIon the SUT often gives rise to problems.

Remarks - The RI is a specific implementation and as such is constrained by a
selected set of parameters and options. The EXGEN partially overcomes this
limitation.
References /Blan86/ Blanc, R.P.
Closing the gap between OSI standards and compatible OSI products.
IEEE Computer, vol 19 no 3, March 1986, pp97-100

/Linn83/ Linn, R.J. and W.H. McCoy
Producing test for implementations of OSI protocols.
Proceedings of IFIP WG6.1 third workshop on protocol specification, testing and
verification.
/Linn83b/ Linn, R.J. and J.S. Nightingale
Some experience with testing tools for testing OSI protocols.
Proceedings of IFIP WG6.1 third workshop on protocol specification, testing and
verification.
/Linn84/ Linn, R.J.
An evaluation of the ICST Test Architecture after testing Class 4 Transport.
Proceedingsof IFIP WG6.1 fourth workshop on protocol specification, testing
and verification.
1984
/Mil184/ Milis, K.L.
Testing OSI protocols: NBS advances the state of the art.
Data Communications, March 1984, pp277-285
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B.3

TEST SYSTEM OVERVIEW - PETRUS TELETEX TEST SYSTEM

System Id - PETRUS Teletex test system
Developed by Danet GmbH (J.O.Haenle) under contract of the Deutsche Bundespost.
Status - System went operational April 1984,
available at that time.

only a

few Test Drivers

were

Date - June 1984
Source/Creator Danet GmbH
Otto-Roehm-Strasse 71
D-6100 Darmstadt
West Germany
Availability/Kind In use by the German PTT for acceptance tests for Teletex terminals
Capabilities - Testing of the Teletex communication protocols HDLC, S. 70 and
S.62. Both performance evaluation and confidence tests can be performed. Most
of the testing can be performed without human intervention.
Test method The system does not require the implementation of an automatic testresponder
in the SUT, but some of the tests require manual interaction at the SUT. The
system comes close to a Remote Testsystem.

The Lower Tester is implemented as a Reference Implementation plus Exception
Generator. PETRUS provides several possibilities for testing:
•
•

Communication with a Reference Implementation (RI). The system checks the
correctness of all interactions between the SUT and the Reference Implementation, and logs all protocol violations.
Communication with a system that behaves erroneously.

SUT-requirements - No testresponder needed.
Test suite A distinction is made between soft and hard tests, the
terminate the connection abnormally after an exception
necessarily resul t in termination of the connection .
implemented with trapping relatively easily, soft tests
Test Drivers.

former cause the SLT to
while the latter do not
The hard tests can be
at times require complex

Testexecution/control - The Test Driver controls the test.
Testresults - PETRUS supports three diagnostic levels:

1.
2.
3.

Report erroneous events only
Report erroneous events plus abnormal events, e.g. negative acknowledgements and Receive_Not_Ready frames at the HDLC layer.
Report all communication-relevant events.
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TEST CENTER

SYSTEM UNDER TEST
(Lower Tester)

Test Driver
I

I
I
I
Teletex manager f-<>1
I I
Session
S62 f-<>1
I I
Transport S70 f-<>1
I I
Network
S70 f-<>1
I

Teletex
System
Under
Test

I

(N-1)-Service-Provider

Figure 32.

Test system architecture - PETRUS: System for testing Teletex
implementations- Danet GmbH W.Germany

Statistical information gathered at the HDLC layer can be used to evaluate the
quality of the underlying medium.
PETRUS has the ability to send the
testresults to the SUT in the form of a Teletex document.
Implementation details -

•
•
•
•
•

The system is implemented on a VAX 11/750
Operating system: UNIX IS/3
Programmed entirely in the C language
The system supports 4 independent parallel test sessions using 4 separate
X.21 dial-in ports. PETRUS connects to Datex-P the German X.25 network.
Each of the layers of the RI is implemented as a FSM. The layers exchange
service primitives via queues. The Test Driver is implemented as a FSt'l too.
Each Service Primitive will be offered to the Test Driver which may, depending on its state, modify the contents and return it, cancel it, or replace it with another Service Primitive. This technique is called
'trapping' . The Test Driver can also change the setting of control parameters that determine the behaviour of each layer. Changing these parameters
does not result in illegal communication activities but enables the simulation of abnormal behaviour within the layers. In this way the Test Driver
has complete control over the layers.

Experiences -
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•

Test drivers can get quite complicated, in order to perform some of
tests the Test Driver nearly replaces the entire layer .

the

•
Improvements •
•

Implementation of more test drivers is necessary.
Automatic generation of the data structures that determine the behaviour
of the FSMs from simpler tabular descriptions.

Remarks - This description is based on a report written only two months after
the system went into operation, a complete evaluation was not available at that
time.
References /Haen84/ Haenle, J.O.
The Teletex Test System PETRUS
Proceedings of IFIP WG6.1 fourth workshop on protocol specification,
and verification.
1984
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14

Conformance

14.1
A system c1aiming to implement the procedures specified in this Recommendation shall comply with the
requirements in §§ 14.2-14.4.
14.2

The system shall implement Class O.

14.3

Ir the system implements Class 3 or Class 4, it shall also implement Class 2.

14.4

For each c1ass which the system claims to implement, the system shall be capable of:
a) initiating CR TPDUs or responding to CR TPDUs with CC TPDUs or both. Where a CR TPDU
proposing Classes 2, 3 or 4 is initiated, Class 0 shall be explicitly indicated as an aIternative class;
b) responding to any other TPDU and operating network service in accordance with the procedures for
the class;
c) operating all the procedures for the class Iisted as mandatory in Table 9/X.224;

Fasciele
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I
d)

operating those procedures for the c1ass listed as optional in Table 9/X.224 for which confonnance
c1aimed;

e)

handling all TPDUs of lengths up to the lesser value of:
1)
the maximum length for the class;
2)
the maximum for which conformance is cIaimed.

Nare - This requirement indicates that TPDU sizes of 128 oetets are always implemented.
14.5

Claims of conformance shall state:
a)

which class or classes of protocol are implemented;

b)
c)
d)

whether the system is capable of initiating or responding to CR TPDUs or both;
which of the procedures Iisted as optional in Table 9/X.224 are implemented;
the maximum size of TPDU implemented; the value shall be chosen from the following list and
values in the list which are less than this maximum shall be implemented: 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2()...
4096 or 8192 octets.
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TABLE 9/X.224
Pro\'isioD of options

Class 0

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

TPDU with checksum

NA

NA

NA

NA

M

TPDU without checksum

M

M

M

M

0

Expedited data transfer

NA

M
M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Procedure

No expedited data transfer

M

Aow control in C\ass 2

NA

NA

M

NA

NA

No flow control in Class 2

NA

NA

0

NA

NA

Normal formats

M
NA

M
NA

M
0

M

M

0

0

Use of receipt confirmation in
Class 1

NA

0

NA

NA

NA

No use of receipt confirmation in
Class 1

NA

M

NA

NA

NA

Use of network expedited in Class 1

NA

0

NA

NA

NA

No use of network expedited in
Class 1

NA

M

NA

NA

NA

Extended formats

NA- not app\icable
mandatory
M
o - optional
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9

Conformance to this Standard

9.1
A system claiming conformance to this Recommendation shall exhibit extemal behaviour consistent with
having implemented an SPM for the Kernel functional unit together with either or both of the Half-duplex and
the Duplex functional units.
9.2
The system may exhibit external behaviour consistent with containing an implementation of any other
functional unit provided that:
a) if the Capability Data functional unit is implemented, the Activity Management functional unit shall
also be implemented; and
b) if the Exceptions functional unit is implemented. the Half·duplex functional unit shall also be
implemented.
9.3

The system shall be capable of:
a) initiating asession connection (by sending a CONNECT SPDU) or responding to a CONNECT
SPDU (by sending an ACCEPT SPDU or a REFUSE SPD U), or both;
b) following all the remaining procedures in the Kernel functional unit; and
c) following all the procedures for each functional unit that the system claims to implement,
where following the procecures specified in b) and c) shall mean:
d) accepting all correct sequences of SPDUs received from peer equipment, and responding with correct
SPDU sequences, for the defined states of asession connection;
e) responding correctly to all incorrect sequences of SPDUs received for a defined state of asession
connection.

9.4

Claims of conformanee shall state:
a) which functional units are implemented;
b) whether or not extended concatenation is implemented;
c) whether or not segmenting is implemented and, if segmenting is implemented, the maximum size of
TSDU which the system is capable of handJing;
d) whether or not the use of transport expedited service is implemented.
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(

SECTION SIX: CONFORMANCE

(
21

CONFORMANCE

A system claiming to implement the procedures specified
shall comply with the requirements in 21.1 to 21.3.
21.1

in

this

standard

statement reguirements

The following shall he stated by the implementor:
a) which file service classes are supported;
b} which functional units are supported;
c} which service levels are supported;
d} whether the system is capable of acting in the role of initiator or
responder or bath:
e} which optional
supported;

groups

of

attributes

( storage

or

security)

are

f} which of the attributes supported have a value available;
g} the range of values supported for each attribute
are available:

for

which

values

h} which document types and/or which abstract and concrete syntaxes for
the transfer of file contents are supported by the Open System on which
the Application Entity resides;
i} whether the hierarchical file model (see ISO 8571/2) is supported,
and, if· so, which constraint sets and, where relevant, the maximum
depth of hierarchy supported.
j} any circumstances under which the existence of a file, its contents,
or the values of the supported attributes may change between ~eparate
accesses using FTAM protocol exchanges.

k} any circumstances under which modifications to the file contents or
the values of the file attributes by FTAM protocol exchanges will not
subsequently be available for use;
l} which optional parameters are supported, and the
for all parameters;

ranges

m} the range of values and their meaning and purpose, for
use attribute, if it is supported.

(

of
the

values
Private

n) which diagnostic codes are used, and in what circumstances.
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21.2

Statie reqnirements

The system shall:
a) aet in the rele of initiator or responder or both;
clause 3)

(see

ISO 8571/1

b) support at least the kemel group of attributes; (see ISO 8571/3)
c) support at least the minimum range of values defined for each
attribute which is claimed to be availabl-e( see ISO 8571/2 clause 11).
The filename attribute shall always he available;
d) be capable of exchanging that encoding which results from applying
the basic ASN.l encoding rules to the ASN.l specified in section 5, for
the purpose of generating and interpreting ITAM protocol control
infonnation.
e) support one or more of the allowable file service classes and the
groups of file service functional units implied by these file service
classes; No other groupings of functional units shall he supported.
f) If the read and/or write functional unit is supported, the mapping
of F-CANCEL te P-DATA must he supported regardless of whether the
mapping te P-RESYNCHRONIZE is also supported.
21.3

Dynamic Requirements

The S"ystem shall:
a) follow all the procedures relevant to each functional unit that the
system claims te implement. The procedures are specified in Annex A and
sections two, three and four;
b) support the mapping onto the presentation service defined in clauses
7 and 12;
c) execute any operations (whether invoked using the FTAM protocol or
otherwise), which change the contents or values of any attributes of a
file, in a manner consistent with virtual filestore operations (as
defined in ISO 8571/2, Clauses 6 and 7), and shall update the values of
any supported attributes accordingly.
d) for the purposes of testing, he capable of operating without the use
of the private use and legal qualifications attributes.
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